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Editorial
This issue of the Bulletin combines two issues in one volume and contains three papers.
The first paper by Lau Ngar-Cheung of the Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics
Laboratory/NOAA, Princeton University, USA, provides a comprehensive review of
the spatio-temporal characteristics of various meteorological and oceanographic
phenomena associated with EI Nino and the Southern Oscillation (ENSO).
In the second paper, Bill Kyle of the Department of Geography & Geology, The
University of Hong Kong, continues his annual review of tropical cyclone activity in the
western North Pacific Ocean which began in Bulletin Volume 3. As in earlier issues,
the paper documents all storms occurring in the region providing information about
tracks, changing weather conditions, and the resulting impacts 0 the areas affected
during the 1997 season.
The third paper follows up on the article on the heavy rainstorms in Hong Kong in early
July 1997 published in Bulletin Vol.7 No.2. Written by P.W. Chan and B.Y. Lee of
the Hong Kong Observatory in documents in detail the prevailing synoptic situation
which led to the heavy rainfall which occurred during the "Farewell Ceremony" on 30
June 1997.
The remainder of the issue contains the regular features Hong Kong Weather Reviews.
The Editorial Board, as always, look forward to receiving any opinions, suggestions or
contributions sent in by readers.

Bill Kyle, Editor-in-Chief
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lau Ngar-Cheung
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory/NOM Princeton University,
New Jersey, USA

Princeton~

£1 Nino: Child ofthe Pacific
Abstract
The spatio-temporal characteristics of various meteorological and oceanographic
phenomena associated with EI Nino and Southern Oscillation (ENSO) are reviewed.
Particular attention is devoted to the mean and time-varying aspects of the sea surface
temperature, sea level pressure, trade winds, Walker Circulation and surface ocean
currents in the tropical Pacific Basin. The essential atmospheric and oceanic processes at
work during the life history of a typical ENSO cycle are described. A global survey of
regional weather anomalies accompanying EI Nino episodes is then presented. Current
efforts to improve our prediction capability of future EI Nino occurrences are discussed.

, 1. Record-breaking weather events
Many unusual weather-related phenomena have been reported throughout the world
during the t 997/98 period. A few notable examples are listed below:
Eastern Hemisphere
• For Hong Kong, the year t 997, with an annual total rainfall of 3343 mm, is the
wettest one on record since measurements began more than a century ago. The
year is also marked by the calmest typhoon season in the past three decades,
with storm warning signals being hoisted on only two occasions.
• The number of tropical disturbances increased remarkably in the central Pacific
during t 997. At least six of these storms were classified as 'supertyphoons' (see
example in Figure 1). The intense winds (at t 06 ms· l ) associated with one of
these supertyphoons, Paka, during its passage over Guam in December 1997
broke the all-time world record for ground-based wind measurements.
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Figure 1.

Infrared image taken by a geostationary satellite on September 10,1997. The
centre of the circle corresponds to 0 0 1400 E (i.e. just north of New Guinea).
Clouds topping at high and intermediate altitudes appear as bright white and
grey patches. Dark areas indicate cloud-free regions. Supertyphoon Oliwa is
clearly visible to the northeast of the centre of the image. Note the numerous
bright cloud elements along the equatorial Pacific to the southeast of Oliwa.
Also of interest are the cloud-free zone extending From northern Australia to
the South Pacific, and the wavy cloud patterns in the middle latitudes of both
hemispheres.
[Source: U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)]
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In September 1997, much of Indonesia and Malaysia was blanketed by a thick
layer of haze originating from widespread fires in the tropical rainforests of
Sumatra and Borneo. This disaster was exacerbated by the drought condition in
this climatologically wet region.

Western Hemisphere
• The North Atlantic Basin_has had one of the quietest hurricane seasons on
record, with only one storm reaching hurricane intensity during August
September 1997.
• Wintry weather carne early to the central Rockies of the United States in
October 1997, with a monstrous storm depositing more than one metre of
snow In some locations. In early January 1998, northern New England of the
United States and eastern Canada were inundated by the worst ice storm in
memory.
• The Los Angeles Basin was attacked by a sequence of heavy rainstorms in
December 1997 and February 1998. Widespread tornado outbreaks occurred
during the March-April 1998 period in the southeastern United States.
Coincident with the occurrence of these seemingly unrelated changes in the global
weather pattern, another prominent development was taking place in the Pacific. Within
a narrow belt centered at the Equator and extending eastward from the International
Date Line to the Peru/Ecuador coast, the sea surface temperature had been rising
steadily since March 1997. By the latter part of that year, the temperature in this belt
was higher than the normal value by 4-5 DC. The spectacular warming of the tropical
Pacific waters in 1997/98 - a phenomenon known as the lEI Nino' - rivals in intensity
widl the 1982/83 winter as being the strongest event ever recorded in the twentieth
century. This article is intended to be a brief overview of the EI Nino phenomenon and
its relationships with weather changes in different parts of the world.

2. Historical observations of the EI Nino phenomenon
a. Variations in temperature ofthe tropical PaciRe waters
The term lEI Nino' can be traced to a feature occurring off the coast of Peru and
Ecuador. For many decades, local residents have noticed that the normally arid climate
in these parts of the world is punctuated by the annual appearance of a warm,
southward moving ocean current. This current carries with it abundant tropical fruits
and other wildlife. Since the warm ocean current typically emerges shortiy after the
Christmas season, the peoples in this part of the world have regarded the favorable
climate condition at this time of the year as a gift of Jesus. The Spanish name lEI Nino',
which literally means Ithe Christ Child', has therefore been used to describe this
phenomenon.
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The degree of warming related to EI Nino is different from one year to another.
Unusually intense warming of the Pacific waters occurs every few years, with amplitudes
that are much larger than that associated with the regular seasonal cycle. Moreover, the
area affected by this intense warming Is not just confined to the Peru/Ecuador coast, but
extends westward for thousands of kilometres to the central equatorial Pacific. The time
interval between such intense warm episodes is highly variable, but typically falls within
the range of two to seven years. The time series of the departures from normal of the
equatorial sea surface temperature in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific is shown
in Figure 2A. Warm events are seen to occur in 1982/83, 1986/87, 1992, and
1997/98. The strong warming in the 1982/83 and 1997/98 events is particularly
notable.
Figure 2.

Time series of the departure from nonnal of {A} sea surface temperature {units:
in the central and eastern equatorial Pacific, and of (B) surface pressure
{units: millibars} at Tahiti {solid curve} and Darwin {dashed curve}.

DC}

[Source: U.S. National Oceanic and Aonospheric Administration {NOAA}]
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In contrast to the pleasant weather conditions brought about by the regular annual
warming, the incidence of prolonged intense warming every few years spells disaster to
the marine life in the eastern South Padfic, which ranks among the most productive
regions for commercial fishery in the world. When a strong warm EI Nino occurs, the
nutrient-rich waters residing in the cold interiors of the deep ocean can no longer be
carried to the surface (see S~ction 3b), thus drastically diminishing the food supply for
the fish population In the upper ocean. The fishing industry in South America would
therefore suffer great losses in an EI Nino event.
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b. Oscillations in atmospheric pressure
Meteorologists noted that the atmospheric circulation over the tropical Pacific Basin also
exhibit prominent fluctuations every few years. WalkerI and collaborators made a
pioneering attempt to analyze the available weather records for the entire globe. They
reported in t 932 that the fluctuations in sea level pressure over the Pacific/Indian
Ocean sector exhibit the behavior of an east-west seesaw: when the pressure at stations
in Indonesia, Australia and the Indian Ocean is above normal, the pressure at stations in
the central and eastern South Pacific tends to be below normal, and vice versa. These
opposing changes are evident in Figure 2B, which shows the time series of the departure
from normal of sea level pressure at Darwin (a station representative of the
Australia/Indian Ocean region), and at Tahiti (a station depicting the situation in the
eastern South Pacific). Walker called this planetary-scale phenomenon the 'Southern
Oscillation,' to emphasize its prominence in the Southern Oceans.

c. £1 Nino and Southem Oscillation as coupled phenomena
For several decades after Walker's studies, the EI Nino was treated as an exclusively oce
anic phenomenon, while the Southern Oscillation was regarded as a purely atmospheric
feature. It was not until the t 960's that Jacob Bjerknes2 pointed out that these two
types of variations are intimately related to each other. A closer Inspection of the two
panels in Figure 2 reveals that warm Pacific waters occur in conjunction with rising
pressures at Darwin and falling pressures at Tahiti, whereas cold waters are accompanied
by downward swings in Darwin pressure and upward swings in Tahiti. The term 'EI
Nino-Southern Oscillation', or ENSO, was eventually adopted to describe this new
found coupling between the oceanic and atmospheric changes. The collaborative
research efforts dedicated to ENSO problems have facilitated the unification of many
aspects of meteorology and oceanography, which have traditionally been regarded as
distinct and separate disciplines.

3. Mean conditions in the tropical Pacific Basin
To gain a scientific understanding of the ENSO phenomenon, it is useful to begin with a
description of the climatological (le. long-term averaged) conditions of the
atmosphere/ocean system in the tropical Pacific.

1. Sir Gilbert T. Walker (1868-1958), was appointed as the Director-General of Observatories in
India In 1904. He and his predecessors made considerable efforts to improve the tools for
predicting the year-to-year changes of the Indian monsoon. This endeavour was prompted by
the catastrophic droughts and famines in India in 1877 and 1899. Incidentally (and unbeknown
to Walker), intense EI Nii'los occurred in the Pacific during both of these years.
2. Jacob Bjerknes (1897-1975) belonged to a Norwegian family which has contributed much to the
atmospheric sciences in the modem era. His father, Vilhelm Bjerknes (1862-1951) is the
principal founder of the so-called 'Bergen School' of meteorology, which conceptualized, during
the First World War, the day-to-day changes of midlatitude weather patterns in terms of warm
and cold fronts.
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a. Hadley Circulation and the trade winds
When averaged over a year, the solar heating of the earth's atmosphere is strongest
at the equator, and decreases monotonically towards the poles. As the equatorial air
masses are warmed by the sun, their density decreases, and rising motion ensues. The
ascending air near the equator is replenished in the lower atmosphere by inflow of air
from higher latitudes. The upward moving air in the deep tropics also leads to
outflow in the equatorial upper atmosphere, which is in turn linked to the inflow at
lower levels by sinking motion centered at about 300 latitude. This configuration of air
flows in the latitude-height plane forms a closed circuit loop known as the 'Hadley
Circulation. '3
Over the tropical Pacific Basin, the Hadley Circulation manifests itself locally in the
intense rising motion concentrated along a narrow near-equatorial low-pressure zone,
and the broad sinking motion over a pair of high pressure centers situated at about
300 N and 300 S (see Figure 3). The higher pressures in the subtropics push the air
towards the equatorial low-pressure belt situated in the Indonesia/western Pacific sector.
These equatorward air currents from the two hemispheres, which constitute the lower
branches of the local Hadley Circulation, meet each other at the Intertropical
convergence zone (tTCl) in the deep tropics, where upward motion and tropical
cyclone activity prevail. In Figure 1, the ITCZ is clearly identifiable as the belt of bright
white cloud elements along the center of the satellite image, whereas the dark, mostly
cloud-free region to the south of the ITCl corresponds to the sinking branch of the
Hadley Circulation over the subtropical high pressure center.
On their journey from the subtropical high pressure centers to the ITCl, the air masses
experience the CorioUs force due to the earth's rotation. This force deflects the air
trajectory to the right In the Northern Hemisphere, and to the left in the Southern
Hemisphere. Hence, the surface wind blowing from the subtropical high pressure
centers towards the ITCl typically takes on a northeast-to-southwest orientation In the
Northern Hemisphere, and a southeast-to northwest orientation in the Southern
Hemisphere (see solid arrows in Figure 3). For many centuries, maritime traders have
relied upon these steady wind $Ystems for navigating their sail vessels, and have referred
to these air currents as the 'trade winds'.

b. Wind-driven ocean currents
The world's major ocean currents are primarily governed by the overlying surface
winds. Thus the southeast trade winds in the eastern South Pacific drive a surface ocean
current (known as the Peru Current) which has a similar orientation as the atmospheric
circulation (i.e. from southeast to northwest, see open arrow In Figure 3). The Peru
Current is thus directed almost parallel to the South American coast. The Coriotis force
3. This circulation Is named after George Hadley (1685-1768), an English meteorologist whose
work on this subject remained unnoticed until after his death.
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acting on this ocean current leads to a net transport of the surface waters to its left (i.e.
perpendicular to and away from the coastline). This drift of coastal waters towards the
open ocean needs to be compensated by an upward supply of colder, nutrient-rich
waters from the ocean depths. This phenomenon, known as coastal upwelling, account
for water temperatures as cold as 20°C in the equatorial eastern Pacific. The surfacing
of planktons from the ocean interior also explains the abundance of marine life in these
waters. The strength of the high pressure zone in the South Pacific is minimum in the
early part of each calendar year, so that the southeast trades, the Peru Current and the
coastal upwelling are weakest in that season. This regular occurrence in the regular
annual cycle is the reason for the prevalence of the warm and mild weather soon after
Christmas time in Peru and Ecuador.
Figure 3.

Schematic sketch of the main surface pressure centres (H and L labels), trade
wind systems (solid arrows), ocean surface currents (open arrows), and
convergence zones (stippling) In the tropical Pacific Basin.

Away from the South American coasts, the trade winds drive a predominately westward
ocean current through the width of the equatorial Pacific (see open arrows in Figure 3).
This ocean circulation has the net effect of accumulating the warm surface waters (with
temperatures exceeding 30°C) towards the western end of the basin, and allowing the
much cooler upwelled water to influence a wide stretch of the eastern Pacific. As a
result, the equatorial Pacific is characterized by a very strong east-west gradient in the
sea surface temperature. The temperature difference between the two sides of the
Pacific is approximately 10°C, and is comparable to that between tropical and
midlatitude waters.
HKMetS Bulletin Vol 8 Nos.
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c. Walker Circulation
In analogy with the Hadley Circulation, the remarkable east-west thermal contrast across
the Pacific Basin drives an atmospheric circulation, albeit in the longitudinal-height plane
along the equator (see upper panel of Figure 4). The conditions over the 'warm pool'
situated just east of the Indonesian Archipelago provide an ideal environment for rising
motion. The upward air current over this region is fed at the lower level by the trade
wind blowing from the east. The return flow in the upper atmosphere is directed from
west to east, and the circulation loop is closed by downward moving air over the much
colder waters in the eastern equatorial Pacific.
Figure 4.

Schematic sketch of the Walker Circulation over the tropical Pacific Basin for
(A) mean conditions and (B) EI Nino conditions. Stippling indicates waters
warmer than 2 l°C.

Meteorologists refer to the above feature as the 'Walker Circulation', in honour of Sir
Gilbert T. Walkeri. The rising branch of this Walker Circulation over the western
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tropical Pacific is associated with frequent rainstorms, active typhoons and dense
cloud cover. Conversely, the downward branch located farther east is characterized by
dry and clear conditions. Hence the east-west temperature gradient in the water
temperature is accompanied by an east-west contrast in vertical motion, rainfall and
cloud amounts.
The above description of the salient climatological features in the tropical Pacific
illustrate how certain atmospheric features are reinforced by the underlying oceanic
conditions, and vice versa. Specifically, the Walker Circulation owes its existence to the
temperature contrast between the eastern and western ends of the Pacific Basin. This
east-west temperature gradient is in turn maintained by the westward blowing trade
winds, which are themselves a facet of the Walker Circulation. The circular nature of
this argument implies that the Pacific climate is sustained by mutually constructive
interactions between the ocean and atmosphere. This type of interaction is referred to
as 'positive feedback'.

4. Perturbations about the mean state of the tropical Pacific
We have thus far been concerned with the tropical Pacific climate when the local atmo
spheric and oceanic conditions are averaged over a long period of time (i.e. several
decades.) The atmosphere/ocean system in the tropical Pacific exhibits prominent
departures from this averaged scenario from year to year. The ENSO phenomenon is an
outstanding example of such fluctuations about the mean state of the system.
a. Warm episodes

Suppose that, at a certain time, both the high pressure center over the eastern South
Pacific and the low pressure belt over the western equatorial Pacific are much weaker
than normal, so that the pressure difference between the western and eastern Pacific is
decreased. This slackening of the pressure gradient yields a much weaker trade wind
system. As a result, the ocean currents near the Peru/Ecuador coasts and along the
equatorial Pacific slow down. A diminished Peru Current would be accompanied by
reduced coastal upwelling of cold water to the ocean surface, and the sea surface
temperature in the eastern Pacific would become warmer than normal. As the westward
l~owing ocean current in the central equatorial Pacific weakens, the warm water which
had been accumulating In the western Pacific would rush back to the central and eastern
Pacific, thus causing widespread warming of the waters in the latter region. As is evident
from Figure 2, positive sea surface temperature departures prevail in the central and
eastern Pacific in the same years when the atmospheric pressure is unusually low at
Tahiti and unusually high at Darwin. The departures from normal of sea surface
temperature and trade wind intensity during the 1982/83 EI Nino are also summarized
in Figure SA.
In analogy with the maintenance of the mean climatological state, the persistence of the
EI Nino conditions depends critically on positive feedbac'" between the atmospheric
HKMetS Bulledn Vol. 8 Nos. 1/2~ 1998
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and oceanic changes. When the water temperature in central and eastern Pacific
increases in response to the reduction in pressure difference at the two nodes of the
Southern Oscillation, the east-west gradient in the sea surface temperature across the
Pacific Basin is also reduced. The ascending branch of the Walker Circulation, which is
confined to the warm pool in the western Pacific under climatological conditions (see
Figure 4A), would follow the eastward advance of warm water during an EI Nino, and
relocates to the central and sometimes even eastern parts of the basin (see Figure 4B).
This eastward migration of the center of upward motion brings abundant rain and more
frequent tropical cyclone disturbances to the eastern half of the Pacific Basin (see
stippling in Figure SA). On the other hand, the atmospheric environment over the
western Pacific and Indonesia becomes less favorable for convection, thus causing
widespread droughts in that normally wet region. The surface pressure in the central
.and eastern equatorial Pacific is lowered due to increased condensational heating in that
region, thus resulting in still further reduction in the east-west pressure gradient. In
summary, the processes described above complete the following feedback loop: a
decrease in the east-west pressure gradient leads to weaker trade winds and slower
ocean currents, which diminish the contrast in water temperature across the basin,
which displaces the convective zone eastward, which results in yet more flattening of the
east-west pressure gradient.
b. Cold episodes

The above considerations may also be applied to a situation when the polarity of
all atmospheric and oceanic changes is reversed. Specifically, when the pressure at Tahiti
is above normal and the pressure at Darwin is below normal, the east-west pressure
gradient is even steeper than normal, thus driving stronger trade winds and more intense
ocean currents. More warm water is pushed towards the western Pacific, while much
colder waters appear in points farther east due to enhanced upwelling. The changes in
sea surface temperature and trade wind during the cold episode of t 988/89 are
depicted in Figure 5B. The strengthening of the east-west gradient in sea surface
temperature results in an even more intense Walker Circulation. In the scientific
literature, this turn of events, with predominately colder waters in the central and
eastern Pacific, is referred to as the 'La Nina' (which is Spanish for the 'female child').

5. The EN SO system as a delayed oscillator
Recent scientific research indicates that the coupled ocean-atmosphere system behaves
like an irregular oscillator swinging back and forth from one extreme phase (the EI
Nino) to another (the La Nina). The alternating warm and cold stages of the Pacific
waters, and the modulation of the strength and location of the Walker Circulation,
could hence be viewed as elements of 'ENSO cycles' with typical periods of several
years. The warm events of 1982/83 and t 986/87, followed respectively by the cold
events of t 984/85 and t 988/89 (see Figure 2), are examples of such cyclical
behaVior.

12
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Figure 5.

Patterns of the departure from normal of sea surface temperature (contours) in
(A) EI Nino of 1982/83 and (8) La Nina of 1988/89. Thick arrows indicate
those regions with noticeable changes in the near-surface wind speeds. The
eastward- (westward-) pointing arrow in the upper (lower) panel indicates the
normally westward trades are reduced (increased) in strength. Regions of
enhanced convection and high cloud cover are depicted by stippling.
[Source: U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)]
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Essential to the sustenance of these repetitive oscillations are certain inherent 'modes/ of
oceanic motion along the equatorial 'wave guide/ of the Pacific Basin. These modes are
analogous to the 'normal modes/ of many simple physical systems (e.g. pendulums/
objects attached to springs/ etc.)/ and consist of eastward migrating Kelvin waves 4 with
fluctuations on both sides of the equator. The warm phase (EI Nino) of a typical ENSO
cycle may be characterized by eastward propagation of a warm Kelvin wave along the
4. These waves are generated by fluid flows in the presence of boundaries, and are named after their
discover, Lord Kelvin (William Thomson) (1824-1907), a noted Scottish mathematician and
physicist who has contributed enonnously to thennodynamics, electricity and hydrodynamics.
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amplitudes peaking at the equator, and westward moving Rossby waves 5 with maximum
equator. This wave mode is accompanied by Rossby wave packets to its north and south
(at approximately lOoN and 100 S). The latter features, whose polarity is opposite to
that of the warm Kelvin wave, move westward until they reach the western boundary of
the basin (le. the Indonesian Archipelago), whereupon they are reflected and take the
form of cold Kelvin waves. Subsequent eastward return of this cold signal leads to the
onset of the cold phase (La Nina) of the cycle. Hence, when a warm event occurs at the
equator, the Iseed' for a future cold event is already sown at ocean sites off the equator.
This Iseed' is carried along first westward and then eastward by the Rossby and Kelvin
waves, respectively, so that the warm event which originated this chain of processes is
eventually replaced by a cold event after a time delay.
Conversely, a cold waves at the equator initiate warm waves to its north and south,
which return to the site occupied earlier by the cold wave. The typical period of ENSO
cycles is therefore primarily determined by the time elapsed between the initiation of
the off-equatorial signals and their arrival at the original site of forcing at the equator. It
is, however, worth noting that there exist in the historical records extended periods
when the Padfic climate system does not fit the above paradigm of alternating warm
and cold events. An obvious example of such periods is the decade of the 1990s, when
back-to-back warm EI Nino events occurred, whereas cold events are mostly absent. It is
possible that other mechanisms, such as slow processes operating in the deep ocean, and
very long-term natural or anthropogenically-induced variations of the atmosphere, could
be responsible for the ENSO-Iike fluctuations on time scales of a decade and longer.

6. World-wide impacts of ENSO
The intluences of ENSO are not confined to the tropical Pacific. It is now known that
this phenomenon is related to weather changes in many other parts of the globe.
i/. Tropics i/nd sabtropics

Within the tropical zone, the eastward displacement of the rising branch of the Walker
Circulation towards the central equatorial Pacific during EI Nino leads to enhanced
compensating downward motion over northeastern South America and the surrounding
Atlantic waters, as well as over Indonesia, eastern Indian Ocean and a large portion of
Australia (see Figure 4b). The subsidence prevalent in the latter regions results in a
dry environment which inhibits convection and tropical storm formation.
In the Asian sector, analysis of long weather records indicates that warm EI Nino events
are coincident with a weaker summer monsoon over much of India, thus leading to
5. These waves originate from the latitudinal dependence of the Cariolis force, and are named in
honour of Carl-Gustav Rossl?y (1898- J957), a prominent Swedish-American meteorologist who
founded the first meteorology department in the United States (at M.I.T.). Many of his ideas
become the comer stones of modem dynamical meteorology.
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dryer conditions in India and generally hotter climates throughout much of southern
Asia. It is also known that the wintertime temperature in Japan is higher during EI Nino
and lower during La Nina. Chinese meteorologists have long maintained an interest in
the impact of ENSO on the climates of East Asia. They note that some of the most
severe flooding in the Yangtze-Huaihe Basin during the last four decades occurred
during EI Nino periods. EI Nino years also correspond to minimum typhoon activity in
northwestern tropical Pacific and South China Sea, and to minimum number of typhoon
landings on China. The relationship with typhoons is consistent with shift of the
ascending branch of the Walker Circulation and the accompanying moist convection
towards the central Pacific during EI Nino (see Section 4a and Figure 4b). It has further
been proposed that the onset of EI Nino events is preceded by the occurrence of more
frequent wintertime cold air outbreaks over East Asia.

b. Extratropics
In the middle latitudes, regional climates are closely related to eastward moving upper
air currents encircling the entire globe. These wavelike meanders and the weather
systems embedded in them are apparent in the high-latitude zones of the satellite image
in Figure 1. The planetary-scale perturbations are primarily a response of the
atmospheric flow to the blocking and lifting effects of the major mountain ranges, and
the global distribution of heat sources and sinks. The impact of tropical heat sources on
the midlatitude flow pattern may be understood by drawing an analogy with classical
geometrical optics. In this context, the role of the atmospheric heat sources is equivalent
to that of light sources. Just as energy radiates from the light sources in the form of
electromagnetic waves, the heat sources excite the propagation of atmospheric energy
from the tropics towards the higher latitudes in the form of Rossby waves with typical
wavelengths of thousands of kilometres. The light rays in the optical medium are bent
according to the refractive properties of that medium. Similarly, the propagation of
the Rossby waves in the atmosphere is governed by the spatial distribution of the
equivalent of 'refractive indices' in the atmospheric medium. The refractive
characteristics of the atmosphere are in turn dependent on the detailed structure of
the local circulation.
The ascending branch of the Walker Circulation and the accompanying convective activ
ity undf!rgo systematic spatial displacements during extreme swings of the ENSO
cycle. Since convection leads to latent heat release, the distribution of the major
sources of heat in the tropical atmosphere is also altered during EI Nino and La Nina.
Changes in the locations of the heat sources lead to changes hi the poleward
propagation paths of the Rossby waves, thereby influencing the patterns of the
circumpolar air current in the middle latitudes. To emphasize their largescale nature and
their relationships with remote sources of forcing, these fluctuating patterns are often
called 'teleconnection' patterns.
The propagation of Rossby waves originating from tropical heat sources and other
forcing mechanisms causes the undulating air currents to speed up at certain preferred
geographical sites In the extratropics, forming fast-moving 'jetstreal11s'. The latter
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features in turn spawn active atmospheric disturbances which appear in daily surface
weather charts as midlatitude cyclones, cold and warm fronts, etc. The movement of
these weather systems is primarily steered by the large-scale airflow pattern in the upper
atmosphere. When the large-scale circulation is modified during prominent ENSO
events, so are the preferred tracks of the weather-bearing cyclones.
The best documented midlatitude signals attributable to ENSO are located in the North
Pacific/North American sector. During EI Nino, the enhanced condensational heating
over central equatorial Pacific forces a teleconnection pattern characterized by above
normal northward flow over the Gulf of Alaska, and above normal southward flow over
the eastern United States. The more frequent invasion of warm maritime air masses to
western Canada and the Alaskan Peninsula leads to milder winters in those regions. On
the other hand, the southeastern United States experience colder temperatures due to
more prevalent outbreaks of Arctic air masses. The steering action exerted by the large
scale circulation over western North America on the weather disturbances is such that
the normal west-to-east cyclone track at about 45° N is diverted southward, thus
causing more precipitation over the southwestern United States and coastal regions
around the Gulf of Mexico. The polarity of the above changes is reversed during La
Nina.
A summary of the myriad climate anomalies that recur in a majority of the EI Nino
events in this century is presented in Figure 6. Most of these anomalies appear with the
opposite sign during the La Nina phase of ENSO. The changes in temperature and
rainfall amounts in the tropical Pacific Basin and the surrounding land areas (e.g.
Indonesia, Australia and tropical South America) occur with the highest degree of
certainty, and are closely related to the spatial displacements and intensity changes of
the Walker Circulation (see Figure 4). The changes in the weather patterns over the
Americas may be attributed to teleconnections of the midlatitude atmosphere to the
shift-ing heat sources in the tropics and the steering action of the large-scale circulation
on the preferred trajectories of extratropical cyclones. The origin of the anomalies over
South and East Asia, and over parts of Africa, is less well understood. Further studies
are needed to identify the causes for the ENSO signals in the latter regions.

7. Towards a more accurate prediction of ENSO
In view of the significant impacts of ENSO on the world economy and on various facets
of the earth's ecosystem} accurate forecasting of ENSO events has been given top
priority in the research agenda of the meteorological and oceanographic communities.
Efforts have been made to improve our prediction skill of ENSO along the following
fronts:

• Theoretical understanding
Simplified mathematical models of the coupled ocean/atmosphere system have been
developed. These tools have identified the processes which are essential to the
generation and maintenance of ENSO cycles. Particularly noteworthy is the role of
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oceanic wave modes in carrying the ENSO signals back and forth across the Pacific Basin
(see Section 5). Theoretical research has been performed on the interaction between
tropical convection and the underlying ocean, and on the extratropical atmospheric
response to perturbations in tropical heating.

Figure 6.

Schematic sketch of the regional climate anomalies associated EI Nino conditions
during the December-]anuary-February season.
[Source: U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)]
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• Data collection and diagnostics
During the past 15 years, a comprehensive monitoring system has been deployed in the
tropical Pacific Basin, so as to provide a detailed and continuous description of the
atmospheric and oceanic conditions in that region on a real-time basis. The backbone of
this observational network is an array of more than 70 moored ocean buoys contributed
by various nations and territories, including the United States, Japan and Taiwan.
Observations of different atmospheric properties are also routinely made by
meteorological satellites. These sensing platforms provide a wealth of Information on the
evolution of the ocean/atmosphere system during the recent ENSO episodes. Intensive
field experiments have also been conducted to investigate specific sets of processes
relevant to ENSO. An outstanding example is the Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere
Response Experiment (COARE) in 1992/93. This project is targeted at the air-sea
interaction and deep convection occurring in the warm pool of the western equatorial
Pacific.
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• Numerical modeling experiments
The insights gained from theoretical and data analyses have been critically evaluated by
performing numerical experiments with high-speed computers. For Instance, the impact
of sea surface temperature perturbations on the atmospheric circulation could be
ascertained by prescribing the temperature anomalies as a lower boundary condition of
an atmospheric numerical model, and then noting the simulated response as the model
is numerically integrated forward In time. Conversely, the influence of altered wind
driving on the oceanic circulation could be studied by prescribing the wind stress as an
upper boundary condition of an oceanic model. Fully coupled atmosphere-ocean
models have also been applied to investigate the air-sea feedback loops alluded to in
Section 3.

• Real-time operationalprediction
The major national and international weather services have started to issue forecasts of
the atmosphere-ocean conditions in the tropical Pacific Basin up to a year in the future.
The procedure adopted in most prediction centers is analogous to the solution of an
initial value problem, with the initial conditions being taken from the observational
network at the starting time of the forecast, and with the subsequent evolution of the
atmosphere-ocean system being computed by the numerical computer model. Some
forecasts have also been made using purely statistical relationships between different
components of the climate system as discerned from past events. All of the above
prediction efforts are still at their infancy, and should be viewed as being of an experi
mental nature. An example of the skill level of the forecasts made by the U.S. National
Weather Service during the recent years is given in Figure 7. It Is seen that the
forecasting system in use is capable of predicting the recent ENSO-related sea surface
temperature variations six months in advance with a moderate degree of success.

8. Epilogue
The world's oceans, by virtue oftheir large thermal capacity, fluctuate on much longer
time scales than the atmosphere. The oceans are therefore a prime candidate for
injecting the long-term 'memory' desired for monthly or seasonal forecasting. By virtue
of the strong coupling between the atmospheric and oceanic fluctuations associated with
ENSO, and the global extent of the ENSO-related climate anomalies, this phenomenon
is the most effective tool currently available for predicting the year-to-year changes of
the global climate. Despite the demonstrable ENSO relationships between atmospheric
and oceanic changes on long time scales, the day-today, mostly random, 'noise'
associated with individual weather systems dominate the short-term fluctuations.
Attempts to link specific weather events, such as an isolated typhoon, snow storm or
heavy rain event, to EI Nino are largely futile. On the other hand, it is more meaningful
to assess the manner In which· the averaged condition over an entire summer or winter
season is affected by the oceanic conditions In the tropical Pacific. For instance, the
EI Nino is more closely related to the total number of typhoons invading the western
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Pacific within a given season, than to the precise track of a particular typhoon occurring
in that season.

Figure 7.

Time series of the observed (solid curve) and six-month prediction of (dashed
curve) sea surfacte temperature anomaly in the central and eastern equatorial
Pacific (units: 0C). The prediction is conducted using a coupled ocean
atmosphere numberical model at the U.S. National Centers for Environmental
Prediction.
[Source: U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)]
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The considerable weather noise renders a· high degree of indeterminacy to our climate
system. The extreme sensitivity of this system to the most minute perturbations is
colourfully portrayed by the remark of a noted meteorologist' that even the flap of a
butterfly's wing in the Amazon jungle has some impact on the weather in North
America6 • We are thus constantly facing the challenging of discerning usable signals
above the high level of noise. One approach that the forecasting community finds
helpful for tackling this issue is to perform multiple model predictions of the same
ENSO episodes by starting from slightly different initial conditions, and to compute
means and standard deviations of the ensemble of forecasts thus obtained. The
increasing use of these statistical estimates of the population of forecast trials implies
that future forecasts of ENSO or other atmospheric phenomena will more and more be
presented in a probabilistic fashion. For instance, a temperature forecast will be
expressed in terms of the percentage chance of occurrence within a certain temperature
range.
6. This quote Is attributed to Edward N. Lorenz (born 1917), an eminent American theoretical
meteorologist whose important work on detenninistic nonperiodic flow (published In 1963) Is the
harbinger of myriad studies of chaos In many scientific disciplines.
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In assessing the moderate success of ENSO prediction achieved thus far (e.g. see Figure
7), it must be borne in mind that ENSO is but one mechanism for imparting variability
to the climate system on seasonal and annual time scales. Other factors such as oceanic
changes outside of the tropical Pacific, ground hydrology, continental snow cover, etc.,
are also contributors to the long-term memory of the system, and influence the
atmosphere in different ways. It is therefore prudent not to attribute all unusual
atmospheric events solely to ENSO.
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J997 Tropical Cyclone Summary
for the Western North Pacific
Ocean (west of J80 degrees)
InformiJtion employed in the complliJtion of this section Is derived /tom wiJrnings iJnd other published miJteriiJls
Issued by: U.S. NiJtioniJl HurrlciJne CenteJ; MliJml; U.S. CentriJl PiJe/Rc HurriciJne CenteJ; HiJwiJll; U.S. NiJviJl
Western OceiJnogriJphy CenteJ; HiJwiJII; U.S. Joint Typhoon WiJrnlng CenteJ; GUiJm; JiJpiJnese MeteorologiciJl
Agenc~ Tokyo; PhilIppine MeteorologiciJl Service, MiJnlliJ; iJnd Hong Kong ObserviJtory.
The symbols .., ...., ......, ........, iJnd .......... next to iJ storm show the highest TroplciJl Cye/one SigniJl (#1, #J,
#8, #9, iJnd #10 respectively) to be hoisted In Hong Kong. TriJck miJps, courtesy of the Hong Kong ObserviJtory,
iJre provided for these storms.
Keywords: TroplciJl Cye/one, TropiciJl Depression, TroplciJl Storm, HulTiciJne, Typhoon

Many of the tropical cyclones which occurred in 1997 formed well to the east of their
normal genesis location. This eastward displacement of the mean genesis location of
tropical cyclones in the Western North Pacific Ocean is known to be a signature of the
EI Nino phenomenon. The weather events over the Pacific warm pool during late 1996
and early 1997 were characteristic of onset conditions which led to the development of
strong El Nino conditions by April of 1997. The subsequent influence on mean genesis
location was probably linked to the unusual large-scale tropical circulation pattern
associated with EI Nino conditions.

Tropical Storm Hannah (9701)
The disturbance which was to become Tropical Storm Hannah began life on the 11
January in an area of persistent deep convection around 4°N 176°E in a near-equatorial
trough located south of the Marshall Islands and west of the International Date Line.
The disturbance remained poorly organized for several days as it moved steadily
westward along 4°N; continuing on that track for over 3/700 km before beginning to
show signs of development. An increase in the amount of deep convection and the
presence of a low-level circulation centre were detected early on 19 January near 6°N
139°E and Tropical Depression 9701 formed south-southwest of Guam that day when
intensity estimates indicated that the winds in the system had increased to 46 km h-I .
Twelve hours later it was upgraded to Tropical Storm Hannah as the system Intensified
HKMetS Bulletin Vol. 8 Nos. 1/2, 1998
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to 65 km h- I • Hannah reached peak intensity of 93 km h- I at 0600Z on 20 January as
it tracked in a west-northwesterly direction towards the Philippines. Shortly thereafter
Hannah approached a region of low-level northeasterly flow overlain by upper level
southeasterly winds. Vertical wind shear reduced the amount of deep convection to the
northern quadrant and weakening followed. Hannah's motion became erratic on 21
January due to interaction with a shear line that trailed into the tropics from a large and
vigorous extratropical low moving eastward off the coast of Japan. The areal extent of
Hannah's deep convection began to rapidly diminish as it became trapped at the end of
the shear line, and intensity fell to 46 km h- I late on 24 January. The system
maintained an intensity of about 46 km hoI for the next three days as the remains of
Hannah moved slowly in a southwesterly direction toward the east coast of Mindanao
where it finally dissipated near 8°N 128°E.

Super Typhoon Isa (9702)
Isa was the first of eleven super typhoons to occur in the western North Pacific during
1997. The tropical disturbance that became Isa developed at a low latitude (6°N
153°E ) in a near-equatorial trough that had become established across Micronesia. On
9 April, a large cloud cluster with the characteristics of a monsoon depression,
accompanied by a large, weak, low-level cyclonic circulation formed along the axis of
the near-equatorial trough. It was a large system that intensified slowly while the strong,
deep monsoonal westerlies to its south prevented much movement from 10 to 12
April.
After several cycles of mesoscale cloud cluster growth, dissipation and
regeneration, the disturbance eventually developed a persistent and well-organized area
of deep convection on 11 April and Tropical Depression 02W formed later that day
with satellite intensity estimates of 56 km h-I. At 0600Z on 12 April when the system
was near 7°N 158°E it was upgraded to Tropical Storm Isa when intensity estimates
reached 65 km h-I. Thereafter intensification occurred more rapidly and the system
took on a west-northwesterly track, reaching typhoon status at 1800Z on the 13 April
when the storm was near 100 N 156°E. Typhoon Isa's motion became more westward,
and the rate of intensification slowed. For six days from 14 to 20 April the intensity
steadily increased from 65 km h- I to 270 km h-I. On the night of 16 April, Isa passed
260 km to the south of Guam where a peak wind gust of 113 km h- I was recorded.
No significant damage was reported although the peripheraJ rainbands of the typhoon
produced dry season rainfall rainfall of between 15 and 25 cm to the island. Isa took
on a more northerly track approximately 36 hours prior to reaching peak intensity and
moved slowly north along 137°E. Figure 1 shows Isa moving northwards around this
time. Thereafter it began to weaken as it continued on this track. Isa turned to the
north-northeast at OOOOZ on 21 April and doubled its forward speed to approximately
22 km h- I as it continued to weaken. From 22 April onwards the system, having
weakened to 14a km hoI, began to accelerate in the midlatitude flow and the rate of
forward motion increased from 22 km h- I to 44 km h- I on 23 April. The system
accelerated to the northeast and its cloud system became sheared, the remnants later
merging near 31°N 153°E with a cloud band on the northeast side of a vigorous
extratropical low that had developed and moved eastward into the Pacific from
northern Japan, so completing an extratropical transition.
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Figure 1

DMSP Thennal Infrared Image of Super Typhoon lsa (9701) near peak
intensity on 20 April, 1997.
(Image from DMSP archive at USNGDC NOAA)

Tropical Storm Jimmy (9703)
The tropical disturbance that developed into Tropical Storm Jimmy first appeared on
18 April near SON 168°E in the same low-level equatorial westerly wind system that
produced Super Typhoon Isa some 9 days earlier. This disturbance tracked slowly to
the west-northwest for three days before becoming separated from the low-latitude
maximum cloud zone and began to intensify rapidly on 22 April to form Tropical
Storm Jimmy. By this time, Isa had passed through the subtropical ridge, leaving it
weakened west of 150o E. Since southerly and southwesterly winds aloft over the
Philippine Sea prevented movement west of 150oE, Jimmy tracked around the western
periphery of the maritime subtropical ridge before recurving around 153°E on 24
April. The system reached its peak intensity of 102 km h- I at this time in the low-shear
environment near the subtropical ridge axis. Jimmy weakened quickly after moving
north of the subtropical ridge due to increased southwesterly winds aloft. The low-level
circulation center became completely exposed on 25 April and the remnants of Jimmy
merged with an approaching frontal boundary near 22°N 158°E the following day.

Tropical Stornl Kelly (9704)
On 4 May, a band of convection associated with a low-level circulation in the near
equatorial trough appeared near 3°N 171°E west of the Marshall Islands. This
convection persisted the next day as the disturbance moved north-northwestwards. The
organization of the convection continued to improve during the next 3 days as the track
turned to the northwest and then .back to the north-northwest. Intensity reached
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tropical storm strength of 65 km h- I on 8 April near 11 oN 167°E and the system was
given the name Kelly. The next day saw continued intensificationl reaching a maximum
of 83 km h-I as the system accelerated to the northwest. About this time increased
vertical wind shear began displacing Kelly's persistent deep central convection to the
east of the low-level circulation centre. As the circulation weakened l this exposed
centre separated from the convection and tracked to the west-northwest in the low-level
flow eventually dissipating near 16°N 156°E on 11 May. Majuro in the southern
Marshall Islands received nearly 20 cm of rain in 24 hours from an outer rainband
during the storm/s passage.

Tropical Storm levi (9705)
Tropical Storm Levi was a relatively weak system which developed in an environment of
moderate vertical windshear. The initial disturbance formed near 16°N 1100 E in the
monsoon trough in the South China Sea between central Vietnam and Luzon. A low
level circulation centre flrst became apparent on 23 May in the form of a monsoon
depression which had deep convection on the eastern and southern peripheriesl with
little consolidation near the centre. Convection became better organized the next day
as the disturbance drifted east towards Luzon. Tropical Depression 05W came into
existence at 1800Z on the 25 May and moved eastwardl crossing central Luzon on 26
MaYI producing torrential rainfall which caused severe t~ooding which forced the closure
of government officesl schoolsl and the Philippine stock market in Manila. Around 50
people lost their lives in the Philippinesl primarily from flooding and mudslides.
Tropical Depression 05W entered the Philippine Sea late on 26 May and began to
move northeast and intensify to become Tropical Storm Levi reaching its maximum
intensity of 83 km hoI on 28 May. At this pointl the system began to move on a
northward trackl steered by the monsoonal mid-tropospheric flow which connected the
southwest monsoon with the Mei-yu front south of the Ryukyu Islands. Levi maintained
its maximum intensity until 29 May at 1800Z during recurvature when upper level
westerly shear began to weaken the system. The system accelerated to the northeast
eventually dissipating over the North Pacific Ocean near 400 N 1600 W.

Typhoon Marie (9706)
Typhoon Marie was the third tropical cyclone to develop in the Western North Pacific
Ocean in May. The initial disturbance developed much farther east than normal for a
May tropical cyclone in an active monsoon trough which extended to the Marshall
Islands in response to strong low level equatorial westerly winds associated with the
developing 1997 EI Nino. The disturbance appeared on the 26 May near 9°N 162°E1
about 460 km east of Kwajalien Atoll. During the following two days Tropical
Depression 06W intensified slowly as it moved initially northwestward and then
northward through the subtropical ridgel which had been bisected by the passage of a
short wave trough. The system reached tropical storm strength at 1800Z on the 28
May and then intensified fbr the next 24 hoursl as Tropical Storm Marie tracked to the
north-northeast at 9-17 km h- I I reaching typhoon intensity at 1200Z on 29 May when
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it was near 16°N 159°E. Typhoon Marie continued to intensify as it moved on a
nearly northward track, reaching its maximum intensity of 167 km h-I near 22°N
1600 E at OOOOZ on 31 May. Thereafter Marie tracked towards the northeast and
began to weaken slowly falling below typhoon intensity by 1800Z on 1 June as the
system was undergoing extratropical transition. The forward speed accelerated to over
75 km/hr the following day as Marie crossed the International Date Line and dissipated
near 38°N 173°W having spent its entire life over water.

Super Typhoon Nestor (9707)
Super Typhoon Nestor was the strongest of the three typhoons which developed in
June and the second of 11 super typhoons to occur in 1997. Nestor's development
location In the southern Marshall Islands set a record for the farthest east a June
typhoon has developed. In association with the development of the 1997 EI Nino
strong equatorial low level westerly winds extended to the International Date Line. The
disturbance that would become Super Typhoon Nestor was first identified at 0600Z on
1 June as a persistent area of convection near 6°N 172°E about 130 km south
southwest of Majuro. The disturbance moved to the west-southwest at a forward speed
of 9-1 3 km h-I , for the following two days, with no noticeable intensification. On the
evening of 3 June, near 5°N 165°E, it turned to the northwest but continued to have
difficulty in becoming organized until around 1800Z on the 5 June by which time it
had assumed a west-northwesterly motion. Tropical storm Intensity was attained at
Figure 2

DMSP Thennal Infrared Image of Super Typhoon Nestor (9707) during
recurvature near Iwo Jlma on 12 June, 1997.
(Image from DMSP archive at USNGDC· NOAA)
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OOOOZ on 6 June and Nestor was born near 9°N 157°E. Thereafter Nestor assumed a
more northwesterly heading toward the Mariana Islands. However/ on the morning of
8 June/ Nestor veered away from the Mariana Islands to a north-northwestward track.
During the next four days it continued to track northwest and intensify/ reaching a peak
intensity of 260 km h-I at 1200Z on the 10 June when it was near 18°N 147°E/
approximately 370 km northeast of Saipan where there were reports of some high
waves. The system past north of the Mariana Islands early on 11 June before turning to
the north the following day/ recurving about 38 km east of Iwo Jima/ which recorded
wind gusts to 51 ms- I at 1500Z on the 12 June as the typhoon made Its closest
approach to the island. The following day the typhoon passed about 55 km west of
Chichijima/ which reported wind gusts to 50 ms- I at 0200Z on the 13 June. Nestor
then followed a parabolic track to the northeast and east/ eventually doubling its
forward speed to over 56 km h-I. The system became an extratropical cyclone near
400 N 167°E at 1200Z on the 15 June.

Typhoon Opal (9608)
On 12 June an area of persistent convection about 280 km southwest of Guam slowly
developed into a disturbance that was to become Typhoon Opal. By 14 June the
system began to become better organized as Tropical Depression 8W took on a
northwesterly track. The depression attained tropical storm strength (65 km h- 1) the
following day when it was near 15°N 133°E and was named Opal. The system then
began to track toward the north and by OOOOZ on 17 June It had reached typhoon
intensity of 120 km h-I. Typhoon Opal continued to track northwards. and intensify
reaching its maximum intensity of 167 km h-I some twelve hours later. This intensity
was maintained for 36 hours. As Opal approached 200 N latitude it began to accelerate
to speeds ranging from 25-30 km h-I. However/ by OOOOZ on 18 June/ westerlies
from a trough to the northwest began to impinge upon Opal's outflow inducing
weakening. Near 300N latitude Opal began to turn to the northeast and thereafter
accelerated and weakened. However/ as the typhoon approached south central Japan/ a
fisherman drowned while tying his boat to a pier. Opal made landfall near Shionomisaki/
Japan at 2200Z on 19 June with an intensity near 120 km h- 1 becoming the first
tropical cyclone of the 1997 season to strike Japan. A minimum pressure reading of
98.03 kPa was observed at that station during the passage. Six hours after making
landfall the weakened Tropical Storm Opal passed about 90 km northwest of Tokyo/
leaving Honshu on an east-northeast track with 102 km h- 1 winds at 1500Z on 20
June. Opal caused only minor damage in Yokohama and Tokyo. Transportation was
disrupted throughout eastern Japan and 70 domestic flights were canceled. The system
became extratropical near 42°N 147°E on 21 June while maintaining 75 km h- 1 winds.

Typhoon Peter (9609)
Typhoon Peter began its development early on the morning of 16 June from a
disturbance in an area..ef persistent convection at the eastern edge of the monsoon
trough near 6°N 163°E. The area showed the characteristics of a monsoon depression
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with most convection on its southern and east peripheries. The developing disturbance
moved mainly on a west-northwest track except for a temporary step to the northwest
on 20 June. Slow development led to deep convection beginning to consolidate near
the centre and Tropical Depression 9W formed near at 0600Z on the 23 June. The
depression reached tropical storm intensity near 13°N 1300 E six hours later. By the
following day a mid-tropospheric ridge had built to the southeast of Peter imposing
southerly steering on the system and causing the tropical cyclone to make a sharp
northward turn. Peter maintained this track for three days, covering about 1650 km.
Peter attained a 120 km h- 1 intensity at 0600Z on 26 June as it approached the
Ryuku Islands and was upgraded to typhoon. Although the storm maintained this
minimal typhoon intensity for 36 hours it did not develop further. While following its
northward track Peter doubled its average forward speed from 19 ms- 1 to 38 ms- I . Late
on 27 June, Typhoon Peter began to weaken and turn northeastward, making landfall
near Sasebo, Japan. Two American servicemen from Iwakuni Marine Corps Air Station
were washed away in the high surf produced by Peter. At the Sasebo Naval Facility,
although gusts to 100 km h-I were reported damage was minimal. Nagasaki, Japan
reported 102 km h- 1 1-minute average sustained winds at 1800Z that day. Peter
continued to track to the northeast parallel to the mountainous spine of Honshu and,
less than one day after landfall, had nearly traversed the entire country from the
southwest to the northeast. The weakened tropical storm entered the Pacific Ocean
near Sendai at 1900Z on the 28 June. The following day it merged with a frontal
system and completed its extratropical transition. As an extratropical system, the
remnants of Peter became more intense than the system had been as a tropical system,
with wind speeds reaching 130 km h-I on ~O June. It continued to track east
northeastwards and eventually disappeared south of the Aleutian Islands near 49°N
176°W on 4 July.

Super Typhoon Rosie (9710)
Super Typhoon Rosie originated in the western Caroline Islands as a tropical disturbance
along the monsoon trough south of Guam. This disturbance drifted slowly west
northwestward and then northward over the following few days before Tropical
Depression lOW formed near looN 138°E at 1800Z on 18 July. Continued
intensification led to it being named Tropical Storm Rosie 24 hours later when it was
near 13°N 138°£. At this time the storm acquired a northwestward track and
continued to develop as it drifted slowly in a zone of slight vertical windshear and
favourable upper outflow. Rosie reached typhoon intensity near 16°N 134°£ at
OOOOZ on 21 July. Peak intensity of 260 km h- 1 was attained on the 22 June at
1200Z when the system was near 17°N 132°£. Figure 3 is a GMS-5 Visible Image of
Rosie acquired around 12 hours later. The mid-level ridge to the east increased the
southerly steering flow and Rosie began to slowly accelerate in a north-northeasterly
direction. The increased windshear began to slowly weaken the system as it approached
southern Japan. Rosie made landfall near Okayama on the island of Shikoku around
0800Z on 26 July as a minimal typhoon with 120 km h- 1 winds. As it continued to
track northward over Shikoku and western Honshu Rosie rapidly weakened as the upper
convection sheared away from the low-level circulation. It entered the Sea of Japan
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where it came under the influence of the southeasterly steering flow of the midlevel
ridge to the north. It continued to weaken in the Sea of Japan on 27 July as the
exposed low-level and its remnants turned east before moving southeastwards back over
the Kansai area before it dissipated in the sea south of Japan near 33°N 137°E. Rosie
left two people dead in Japan and its passage resulted in power failures! landslides and
widespread damage to buildings in the southern and central parts of the country.
Figure 3

GMS-S Visible Image of Super Typhoon Rosie (9710) acquired at 2332 UTe on
22 July, 1997 when it near peak intensity.
(Image from UW-CiMSS).

Tropical Storm Scott (9711 )
Tropical Storm Scott originated from a mid-level cyclonic disturbance induced in the
Tropical Upper Tropospheric Trough on 20 July near 24°N 1500 E.
Initial
development of the closed low-level circulation with associated scattered convection was
inhibited by interaction with the outflow from Super Typhoon Rosie. After drifting
northwestward on 21 July the disturbance turned sharply nortweeastward and stayed em
that track for the next two days. By 0600Z on 24 July system organization improved
significantly and Tropical Depression 11 W formed. At this time Rosie was located
approximately 20 degrees west of 11Wand moving north-northeastward with a large
trailing anticyclone! the northwest-southeast orientation of which induced 11 W's track
to shift to the south-southeast. Once Rosie made landfall in Japan on 26 July this
anticyclone became Jess significant as a steering influence and the system appeared to be
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dissipating. Soon afterward, however, development recommenced, resulting in the
system attaining tropical storm intensity near 22°N 156°E at 0600Z on the 27 July.
Tropical Storm Scott then began a second major track change as it turned first toward
the northwest for 24 hours and then finally to the northeast. The system reached its
peak intensity of 102 km h- 1 which it maintained for 12 hours at 0600Z on the 29
June. From that time onwards Scott began to slowly weaken while continuing to move
northeastwards until it finally merged with a frontal system near 400 N 177°E on 2
August.

Typhoon Tina (9712)
The tropical disturbance that became Typhoon Tina initially formed in the EI Nino
induced monsoon trough in the eastern Caroline Islands on 21 July. Development was
very slow for more than a week as the disturbance drifted slowly in a northwesterly
direction. On 23 July upper level wind shear caused the system to lose much of its
deep convection. However, as the disturbance continued to track northwestward,
vertical wind shear gradually relaxed and the system began to reorganize as it became
nearly stationary near 135°E. Tropical depression 12W finally formed at 1800Z on
29 July near 15°N 134°E and was upgraded to Tropical Storm Tina 24 hours later.
Under the steering influence of the subtropical ridge Tina continued to track
northwestward and intensify, reaching typhoon strength by 1200Z on 3 August near
16°N 130o E. Interaction between the cyclone and the subtropical ridge caused a
gradual track change from northwestward to northward in the following two days. The
system reached its peak intensity of 167 km h- 1 at 0600Z on 5 August. Continuing on
its northerly track Tina passed west of the island of Okinawa late on 6 August. Naha
airport in Okinawa reported 93 km h- 1 sustained winds on the evening of that day. The
next day the system began to weaken as it moved toward the Korean Peninsula and
encountered vertical wind shear. Tina made landfall at approximately 2200Z on 8
August on the South Korean· coast. Pohang, Korea recorded a minimum pressure of
99.53 kPa and a sustained wind of 46 km h-I with gusts to 89 km h-I early the next day
as Tina passed. The system entered the Sea of Japan and continued to track
northeastward finally dissipating over western Hokkaido early on 10 August.

* * * * Typhoon Victor (9713).
An area of convection began moving west-northwestward within the monsoon trough
just west of Luzon on 28 July. Initially, moderate upper-level wind shear kept the deep
convection to the south of the low-level circulation centre. However, by 0600Z on 30
July a tropical disturbance began to develop and 12 hours later Tropical Depression
13W formed near 16°N 11 4°E around 600 km to the south of Hong Kong. A mid
level ridge located to its southeast resulted in the system acquiring a northward track.
At 1200Z on 31 July, the system was upgraded to a tropical storm and given the name
Victor as it continued to move northward towards Hong Kong intensifying slowly under
moderate vertical wind shear. In Hong Kong the Stand By Signal No.1 was hoisted at
2:00 p.m. HKT on 31 July. The following day the outer circulation of the storm began
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to affect the coastal region of South China. As a result local winds in Hong Kong began
to strengthen from the east and the Strong Wind Signal No. 3 was raised at 10:00 a.m.
HKT on 1 August. There were also some squally showers. By 0600Z on 2 August the
deep convection consolidated over the low-level circulation centre and intensification
became more rapid. Figure 4 shows a GMS-5 Visible Image at this time. In Hong Kong
Figure 4

GMS-S Visible Image of Typhoon Victor (9713) acquired at 0634Z on
2 August, 1997 a few hours prior to making landfall in Hong Kong.
(Image from ]TWC).

the Northeast Gale or Storm Signal No.8 was hoisted at 12:00 noon HKT on that day
as persistent gales developed with the imminent approach of the storm. Victor reached
its peak intensity of 120 km hoI just prior to making landfall. As winds continued to
strengthen the Increasing Gale or Storm Signal No.9 was hoisted at 4:50 p.m. HKT on
2 August. This was the first time this signal had been raised since the approach of
Typhoon Ellen in 1983. The centre of Victor made landfall near Sham Tseng at
1210Z (8: 10 p.m. HKT) after crossing the Tsing Ma Bridge. Figure 5 shows the
positions of Victor at 5:00, 6:00, 8:00 and 8: 10 p.m. HKT as the storm approached
and made its landfall. Maximum gusts of over 135 km hoi were recorded at Cheung
Chau and Waglan Island, 115 km hoi at Star Ferry and 104 km h-I at King's Park. The
Hong Kong Observatory recorded the lowest instantaneous sea-level pressure of 97.30
kPa at 7:28 p.m. HKT. In Hong Kong winds turned to southwesterly as Victor
continued on its northerly track after landfall. The No. 9 Signal was replaced by the
Southwest Gale or Storm Signal No. 8 at 11 :40 p.m. HKT. As the storm moved
further away and winds subsided it, in turn, was replaced by the Strong Wind Signal No.
3 at 3:30 a.m. HKT on 3 August. The cyclone continued to weaken over land as it
accelerated and tracked northward over southern China. All tropical cyclone signals
were lowered in Hong Kong' at 4:45 a.m. on 3 August. During the passage of Victor a
man was drowned in high seas as he attempted to rescue two people swept away by
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Figure Sa

Track Map of Typhoon Vietor (9713) on its tinal approach to landfall
over Hong Kong, (after Hong Kong ObselVatory).
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Figure Sb

Track Map of Typhoon Vietor (9713) on Its tinal approach to landfall
over Hong Kong, (after Hong Kong Obsetvatory).
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strong waves. Around 58 people were reported Injured in various storm related
accidents. The heavy rainfall ranging from 150 to over 400 mm also contributed to
flooding which was most serious In the northern -part of the New Territories and to
several landslides. By 4 August the remnants of Victor merged with a frontal boundary
west of Shanghai. In Guangzhou and Fujian provinces in China, heavy flooding killed at
least 65 people and Injured more than 300. Over 85000 houses were destroyed or
damaged. Figure 6 shows the track map for Victor for the period from 28 July to 4
August.
Figure 6

Track Map of Typhoon Victor (9713), (3fter ]TWC, GU3m)
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Super Typhoon Winnie (9714)
Winnie, the fourth of eleven tropical cyclones to attain super typhoon Intensity In the
Western North Pacific Ocean during 1997 began life as an area of deep convection
associated with the EI Nino related low latitude westerly wind flow east of 1600E near
the Marshall Islands. A low-level cyclonic circulation with sea-level pressure In the
region approximately 0.2 kPa below normal first appeared on 5 August. This monsoon
depression gradually became better organized over the following few days as It moved
steadily toward the west-northwest. The Increased organization of the deep convection
divergent outflow aloft eventually led to the forn1atlon of Tropical Depression 14W
with 56 km hoi winds near 12°N 158°E at 0600Z on 8 August. As Intensification
continued this large tropical cyclone was upgraded to Tropical Storm Winnie 24 hours
later. In tum Winnie Intensified quickly and became a typhoon by OOOOZ on the 10
August and peaked at an Intensity of 260 km hoi at OOOOZ on the 12 August while still
HMetS Bulletin Vol. 8 Nos. 1/2, 1998
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Figure 7

GMS-S Visible Image of Super Typhoon Winnie (9714) acquIred at
2332 UTC on 12 August, 1997 (Image from UW-CIMSS).

the east of the Mariana Islands. The storm passed between the northern Mariana
Islands of Alamagan and Pagan a few hours later. Although the populated Islands of
Guam, Rota, Tinian, and Salpan were well to the south of Winnie's track during this
passage they were within Its gale area and reported damage to crops and vegetation
from winds and sea-salt spray. Figure 7 shows a GMS-5 Visible Image of Super
Typhoon Winnie acquired later that day as Winnie continued on Its west-northwestward
course. The cyclone maintained an Intensity of 235 km hoI for a further 24 hours
before beginning to slowly weaken as it approached the Ryukyu Islands. On 14 August
Winnie started to develop concentric wall clouds which became more distinct during
the next two days as the system continued its west-northwesterly track. The 370 km
diameter of the outer eyewall cloud was one of the largest ever recorded. Winnie
traversed through the Ryukyu Islands on 17 August and the Inner wall cloud began to
dissipate as the large-diameter outer wall cloud became well defined. Three children
were killed and one man was reported missing during this passage. Winnie acquired a
more northwesterly track as it moved across the East China Sea and made landfall on
the eastern coast of China in Zhejlang Province approximately 260 km south of
Shanghai shortly before 1200Z on 18 August. The storm's outer circulation brought
heavy rain, 1100ding and landslides to Taiwan where 44 people were killed and more
than 80 Injured. The collapse of an apartment building was responsible for 27 deaths
and many Injuries. A further 12 people were reported killed from mudslides, flooding
to
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and high wind. Electricity supplies to over 100,000 homes was disrupted. The system
then recurved sharply to the northeast passing across the North China Plain, Bo Hai
and Manchuria In the following three days. In mainland China, torrential rains and
winds caused at least 250 deaths and Injured more than 3000 people. Damage from
wind and flooding was extensive with over 1,000 homes damaged and some 670,000
hectares of farmland devastated. Direct economic losses have been estimated at RMB
18 billion. The remnants of Winnie quickly dissipated as It moved into the
mountainous terrain north of Vladivostok on 22 April.

Tropical Storm Yule (9715) and Tropical Depression 16W (9716)
These two tropical cyclones existed simultaneously and underwent a binary Interaction
resulting in their merger. After the merger the single resultant system retained the name
Yule. In mid-August as Super Typhoon Winnie approached the Ryukyu Islands low
level westerly winds persisted in low latitudes eastward from the Philippines across
Micronesia to the International Date Line. In this area a band of monsoon clouds
stretched from Winnie to the eastern end of the monsoon trough band. There were
also some well-defined tropical upper tropospheric trough to the north of this band.
Both Yule and Tropical Depression 16W originated from tropical disturbances
associated with these, the former located more westerly in the Marshall Islands, the
latter east of the International Date Line to the southwest of Hawaii. The western
disturbance which was to become Yule originated on 9 August near 4°N 179°E in the
monsoon trough which stretched across the eastern Caroline and Marshall Island
groups. This tropical disturbance remained poorly organized for nearly a week and
difficult to follow as It drifted in a northwest direction towards the Marshall Islands.
Meanwhile the eastern disturbance originated on 13 August as a low-level cyclonic
circulation with a persistent but disorganized area of deep convection near 9°N
174°W. Moving slowly northwestward this disturbance remained poorly organized for
several days. At 1800Z 15 August the amount of organization and deep convection in
the western disturbance Increased and Tropical Depression 15W formed near 7°N
163°E with an Intensity of 56 km h-I. The low-level circulation center Initially tracked
north-northeastward due to the presence of monsoonal westerlies to its south and the
onset of binary interaction with the approaching eastern disturbance which had just
crossed the International Date Line near the same latitude. With continued
intensification to 65 km h-I the system was upgraded to Tropical Storm Yule at 0600
on 17 August. On the same day, when it was located less than 825 km to the
northeast of Yule, the deep convection associated with the eastern disturbance became
better organized. Tropical Depression 16W formed the next day with an Intensity
estimate of 46 km h-I. On 19 August the two systems merged asymmetrically and the
sheared remains of Tropical Depression 16W were Incorporated into the dominant
circulation of Yule. The combined system retaining the name Yule continued to move
north-northeast and initially intensified briefly reaching marginal typhoon intensity at
0600Z on 21 August. Prior to becoming a typhoon, Yule passed to the east of Wake
Island where sustained winds reached 83 km h-I with a gust to 108 km h-I from the
north at 1000Z on 20 August. On 23 August Yule approached and entered a
baroclinic zone located to the east of an upper-level midlatltude trough and to the west
HMetS Bulledn VoL 8 Nos. 1/2, 1998
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of a blocking high and was steered back toward the northwest. Yule intensified after this
transition to a vigorous extratropical low with some tropical characteristics. The hybrid
system possessed typhoon-force winds of 120 km h- I during the period 1200Z from
23 August to 1800Z on 25 August. The system finally entered weak westerly steering
near SOON and turned east after 1800Z on 24 August. The system drifted slowly
eastward and rapidly weakened to the west of the Aleutian Islands.

* * Typhoon Zita (971 7)
Typhoon Zita was the second of four tropical cyclones to develop and reach typhoon
intensity in the South China Sea during 1997. On 19 August, a tropical disturbance
formed in the South China Sea approximately 560 km to the west of Luzon. As the
system moved into an area of easterly environmental steering flow the convective
organization improved and became more centrally located. In Hong Kong the Stand By
Signal No. 1 was hoisted at 11 :00 HKT on 20 August when Zita was about 470 km to
the southeast. Tropical Storm Zita formed at OOOOZ on 21 August and under the
Figure 8

GMS-5 Visible Image of Typhoon Zita (9717) acquired at 0427 UTC on
22 August, 1997 (Image from ]TWC).

influence of its outer circulation northeasterly winds increased gradually offshore. The
Strong Wind Signal No. 3 was hoisted at 11 :45 a.m. on 21 August as Zita continued
tracking towards the west under the influence of the easterly steering fiow located
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equatorward of the subtropical ridge. Outflow aloft was good in all quadrants with little
or no vertical wind shear. Zita made its closest approach to Hong Kong at around
0900Z (5:00 p.m. HKT) that day when it was about 240 km to the south. At that
time the Hong Kong Observatory recorded a sea-level pressure of 99.9 kPa. Despite
the proximity to the southern coastline of China, the system reached typhoon intensity
at OOOOZ on 22 August when it was approximately 330 km southwest of Hong Kong.
As it continued to move away from Hong Kong all tropical cyclone signals were
lowered at 0145Z (9:45 a.m. HKT) that morning. Two people were reported injured
during the passage of Zita. However, the outer rainbands brought intense squally
showers and thunderstorms which necessitated the raising of the Rainstorm Black
Warning at 1: 10 p.m. on the afternoon of 22 August. The Observatory recorded the
sixth highest hourly rainfall on record of 68.0 mm between 12 noon and 1:00 p.m.
that day shortly before Zita reached its peak Intensity of 140 km hoI at 0600Z as it
passed over the Leizhou Peninsula. Figure 8 shows a GMS-5 Visible Image acquired
when Zita was near its peak intensity. The heavy rain brought much flooding and
numerous landslides to the SAR. Zita maintained peak Intensity for 18 hours as it
tracked westward through Beibu Wan. Damage was extensive on the Leizhou Peninsula
and at least one person was killed in Zhanjiang. The cyclone made landfall over
Vietnam on 21 OOZ on the 22 August and dissipated as it moved into the mountainous
terrain on the 23 October.

Typhoon Amber (9718)
Typhoon Amber was the second of four tropical cyclones which developed within the
monsoon trough over a period of eight days. At the start of this period on 20 August
a very active monsoon trough extended from southeastern Asia eastward towards and
across the southern Mariana Islands and east-northeastward to Wake Island. On that
day a tropical disturbance developed in a region of lipper-level divergence overlying the
surface trough and began drifting slowly westward. Tropical Storm Amber was born at
0600Z the next day near 14°N 133°E and continued a slow west-northwest motion
ranging from 6 to 9 km hr 1 as It remained in deep monsoonal flow with the subtropical
ridge to the north and ridging associated with Typhoon Zita to the west-southwest.
Amber developed a banding type eye on 23 August when its intensity was estimated at
125 km h-I. This eye became better defined the next day the intensity reached 185
km h-I. On 26 August, with the formation of Tropical Storm Cass to the west
southwest of Amber, direct interaction between the two systems began to occur. The
effect of this interaction was to cause Amber's forward speed to increase with a more
northwestward motion by 28 August. The system subsequently weakened to 160
km h-I for a short time but re-intensified to 205 km hoI by the morning of 28 August
as it began to approach the western coat of Taiwan. Reports from the island indicated
northeasterly winds of 140 km hoI and a surface pressure of 99.2 kPa at 0300Z on 28
August. Six hours later the pressure had dropped to 98.4 kPa with northerly winds of
85 km hoI. Typhoon Amber began to move across the central mountains of Taiwan on
the morning of 29 August with an intensity of 175 km h-I. Although the system
maintained typhoon intensity during the crossing, land interaction weakened Typhoon
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Amber as it entered the Taiwan Strait with an intensity of 150 km hoI. The system
subsequently made landfall in China with an intensity of 120 km hoI.

Super Typhoon Bing (9719)
Super Typhoon Bing was the third of four tropical cyclones which formed within the
extensive monsoon trough which stretched from the South China Sea almost to the
International Date Line during an eight day period. The observed eastward extension of
low level westerly winds as far east as 177°E has been attributed to EI Nhio since, in a
normal year, the monsoon trough usually does not extend past 1600 E. The disturbance
that ultimately became Bing formed to the south-southeast of a large scale upper level
anticyclone in this eastward extension of the monsoon trough near the Marshall Islands.
Figure 9

DMSP Thermal Infrared Image of Super Typhoon Bing (9719) acquired
1 September, 1997 as it traveled north at close to its peak intensity.
(Image from DMSP archive at USNGDC-NOAA).

Vigorous convection associated with the disturbance was enhanced by strongly
divergent upper level wind flow and the circulation quickly organized and Tropical
Depression 19W formed at 0600Z on the 24 August near looN 172°E. The tropical
depression initially tracked westward at speeds of 24 to 28 km hoI due to strong low to
mid-level easterly steering flow south of the subtropical ridge. During this time only
slow intensiflcation took place although the track turned west-northwestward on 28
August. The system was upgraded to Tropical Storm Bing at 1800Z on that day
when it was near 13°N 147°E. The system maintained its west-northwestward track as
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it passed through the Rota Channel just north of Guam on 29 August. Although Bing
was only a minimal tropical storm with an intensity of only 75 km h- I during its passage
through the Marianas It did bring a lot of heavy rainfall and associated flooding. The
National Weather Service Office at Tiyan reported 132 mm as Bing passed on 29
August and Andersen Air Force Base reported 157 mm of rain during a 36 hour
period beginning at 0900Z on 28 August. The soil on the island was already saturated
from repeated rainfall during the month, and the additional rain resulted in flooding of
low-lying areas and around small streams. The excessive rainfall triggered a landslide in
the village of Santa Rita on 30 August that caused extensive damage to the Namo Falls
Tourist Park, as well as some broken sewage pipes, which allowed open sewage to flow
into the Namo River. However, there were no reports of injuries. Bing continued
moving west-northwestwards to the west of the Mariana Islands and a period of rapid
intensification began about 1200Z on 30 August and ended 54 hours later with a peak
intensity of 250 km hoI as Bing became the fifth super typhoon of the 1997 season.
During the intensification process, mid-level ridging began to build to the east-southeast
of the tropical cyclone causing the steering flow to gradually shift from an easterly to
south-southeasterly. At approximately the same time, mid-latitude disturbances moving
down' the east side of a large mid-level ridge over eastern Asia were acting to weaken
the mid level subtropical ridge structure north of the tropical cyclone. Both factors were
significant in causing Bing's forward motion to slow as a turn to the north developed on
30 August.. On 31 August, the cyclone began following a northward oriented track
with forward speeds between 20 to 24 km h- I. As Bing continued north it passed to
the west of the islands of Iwo Jima and Chi Chi Jima on 1 and 2 September
respectively. Figure 9 shows Bing around this time when it was close to its peak
intensity. Iwo Jlma reported sustained winds of 55 km h- I with peak gusts to 96 km h- I
on the former day and Chi Chi Jima reported sustained winds of 55 km hoI with peak
gusts to 74 km hoI on the latter day, both during the closest point of approach of the
storm. There were no reports of injuries or damage from either of the islands. The
system 'began to weaken south of the Japanese island of Honshu and a shift In the sub
tropical ridge over Honshu enabled a band of relatively strong westerly winds to
develop across the Japanese islands, causing the steering flow to become more westerly
and Bing's track shifted to the northeast. The following day Bing had moved far enough
north that it began to merge with a strong mid and upper-level westerly wind flow and
so turned towards the east-northeast and accelerated to speeds above 55 km hoI by 4
September. The upper-level westerly winds sheared the system's convection and left the
low-level circulation center exposed. By 5 September, although there was no longer
central convection, It remained a potent extratropical cyclone with maximum sustained
winds estimated to be 100 km hoI.

Tropical Storm Cass (9720)
On 26 August, an area of convection developed in the South China Sea due east of
Hainan Dao and approximately 300 km to the southwest of Hong Kong. Over a 24
hour period, this area became considerably more organized with an exposed low-level
circulation evident and convection developing near the centre as It drifted slowly
HMetS Bulletin Vol 8 Nos. I /2~ 1998
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eastward and then southeastward. This development was initially inhibited by outflow
from Typhoon Amber which was approximately 1100 km to the east at that time.
Tropical Depression 20W with an intensity of 55 km hoI formed near 18°N 115°E at
OOOOZ on the 28 August and began to track very slowly towards the east as it
continued to intensify due to direct interaction with the steering flow from Amber.
Figure 10 shows a GMS-5 Visible Image acquired at 0333Z that day as Cass interacted
with Amber. The cyclone was upgraded to Tropical Storm Cass at OOOOZ on 29
August, when it was near 18°N 11 lOE, as inhibiting effects from Amber lessened. Cass
then turned toward the northeast and then to the north, as the influence of Amber
diminished and the steering now became south-southwesterly. However, outflow from
Amber continued to inhibit the full development of Cass, which peaked at 55 km hoI at
1200Z on 29 August, and maintained that intensity for 12 hours. The following day
Cass made landfall near XingJin, China. The 0600Z synoptic reports from surrounding
areas indicated winds of 65 km hoI in the immediate coastal area. The system then
tracked north-northwestward and dissipated in the mountains of southeastern China at
0600Z on the last day of the month.

Figure 10
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GMS-S Visible Image of Tropical Stonn Cass (9720) acquired at 0333 UTC
on 28 August, 199Tas It interacted with Typhoon Amber (9718)
(Image from JTWC).
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Super Typhoon Oliwa (9702C)
Although Oliwa formed east of the lnternational Date Line to the southwest of the
Hawaiian Islands it was the sixth of eleven tropical cyclones to attain Super Typhoon
intensity in the Western North Pacific during 1997. During late August low-level
monsoon westerlies extended across the International Date Line and stretched eastward
at low latitudes to the southwest of Hawaii. At the end of August a tropical disturbance
formed at the eastern end of this trough associated with these eastward-displaced low
latitude westerlies. This disturbance moved slowly westward and intensified. On 2
September the Central Pacific Hurricane Centre in Honolulu, Hawaii upgraded it to
Tropical epression 02e. It became a tropical storm at OOOOZ on 3 September it was
given the name Oliwa (Hawaiian for "Oliver" and pronounced as if it were spelled
"Oliva"). At 0600Z the next day Oliwa crossed the International Date Line and
entered the Western Pacific. Thereafter Oliwa moved on a steady west-northwestward
track and intensified, albeit slowly at first. During the 72·hour period from 0600Z on
4 September to 0600Z on 7 September, Oliwa's intensity increased from 65 km hoI to
90 km hoI, and after another 30 hours (by 1200Z on the 8 September), its intensity
had slowly climbed to attain that of a minimum typhoon, (120 km h-'). This occurred
near 18°N 161°E. However, in the 24-hour interval from 1800Z on the 8 September
to the same time on the 9 September Oliwa explosively deepened as its intensity
climbed from 140 km hoI to its peak of 260 km hoI in the vicinity of 18°N 154°E.
Figure 11

GMS-S Visible Image of Super Typhoon OJiwa (9702C) acquired at
0032 UTC on 11 September, 1997 (Image from UW-CIMSS).
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The 24-hour pressure drop associated with this wind-speed increase was 6.9 kPa, an
average of 0.29 kPa hoi. A possible eyewall mesocyclonic vortex was observed in
Oliwa's eye wall cloud in the early daylight hours of 10 September just after it had
reached its peak intensity. Well-defined concentric eye wall clouds, characteristic of
typhoons with peak intensity greater than 185 km hoI were also observed after this
time. For five days after reaching peak intensity Oliwa continued its steady motion, at
first toward the west-northwest but later on a more northwesterly track, and slowly
weakened. On 11 September Oliwa passed passed close to the island of Agrihan in the
Marianas which reported winds of about 135 km h-I. Figure 11 shows a GMS-5 Visible
Image acquired at that time. On 14 September it passed to the northeast of Okinawa
where it slowed and, on 15 September, it recurved near 28°N 129°E and turned
northeastward toward the Japanese island of Kyushu. Early on the morning of 16
September, Oliwa made landfall on the coast of southern Ky~shu, where despite having
weakened considerably to 130 km h- I, it was responsible for the deaths of seven people
and widespread damage. One thousand homes were flooded and dozens of homes were
destroyed. Korea's southern coast weas also affected with twenty-eight ships sunk or
wrecked in strong winds and high waves. A crabbing ship with 10 crewmen aboard was
reported missing. After landfall Oliwa tracked northeastward across Japan and
weakened, entering the Sea of Japan on the morning of 17 September and
dissipating.at 0600Z that day.

Typhoon David (9721)
A tropical disturbance in the monsoon trough northeast of Kwajalein which developed
into Typhoon David first appeared on 9 September. At that time the monsoon trough
extended from 155°E to 175°W along the looN latitude line in conjunction with a
weaker near-equatorial trough in the Southern Hemisphere. These twin troughs
represented a large area of westerly winds straddling the equator between looN and
80 S. The system reached tropical depression intensity the following day. and continued
to organize and intensify as it tracked northwestward at approximately 19 km h-I.
Tropical storm intensity was reached at 0600Z on 12 September near 13°N 169°E
and David became a typhoon at 1800Z on 13 September when it was located near
16°N 164°E. David's large size contributed to the strong northwestward component of
its motion In its track equatorward of the sub-tropical ridge. One day later a peak
intensity of 175 km hoI was attained and maintained for 36 hours as the system
continued traveling in a generally northwestward direction at speeds ranging from 22 
28 km hoI. By 16 September, strong mid-level ridging had developed east of the
system. That day David passed near the Island of Minami Tori Shima where sustained
winds of 120 km h- I and a minimum sea level pressure of 96.8 kPa were recorded.
Deep convection started to decrease near the system center as the cyclone began to
weaken. However, the convection around the periphery began to increase and visible
satellite imagery indicated a large cloud free area around the tropical cyclone's centre.
The passing of mid-latitude trough, along with strong mid-level ridging, caused David to
recurve. At OOOOZ on the· 18 August the storm passed the island of Chi Chi Jima
which reported sustained wind speeds of 75 km h- I and a minimum sea level pressure of
96.7 kPa. David continued to turn toward the northeast as the intensity dropped to
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120 km h-I, making its closest approach to Honshu on 19 September. Yokosuka
reported 56 km h-I sustained winds at 0300Z on that day. The system then made the
transition to an extratropical low and the remnants continued moving eastwards into the
Gulf Of Alaska.

Typhoon Fritz (9722)
Deep convection associated with a tropical disturbance in the South China Sea formed a
distinct cloud cluster embedded in an otherwise unbroken monsoonal cloud band that
stretched eastward along looN from Southeast Asia to 1700 E on 18 September. This
disturbance drifted southwestward towards the coast of Vietnam- until Tropical
Depression 22W formed at 1800Z on 20 September when winds increased to 45 km
h- I • It then began to turn sharply to the right and begin a slow track toward -the north
northeast as it moved into open water away from the coast of Vietnam. The system did
not intensify further until 22 September when it slowed southeast of Hainan Dao, and
organization of the deep convection began to improve. The system was upgraded to
Tropical Storm Fritz with an intensity of 55 km h-I the next day when it was near 16°N
111°E. Thereafter, Fritz turned toward the west and began to track toward the coast of
Vietnam as it continued to intensify, reaching typhoon status at OOOOZ on the 24
September. Peak intensity of 140 km h-I was achieved 6- hours 1ater and was
maintained until Fritz made landfall near 16°N 108°E and steadily weakened as it
moved inland over southern Laos, finally dissipating around 0600Z on 26 September.
In Vietnam, at least 25 people were reported killed and dozens were missing. Most of
the victims were gold prospectors buried in landslides triggered by flash flooding.

Tropical Storm Ella (9723)
A small circulation with scattered convection emerged from a larger area of convection
on 19 September near 22°N 175°W. The convection became well developed over the
system's centre and tropical storm intensity was reached briefly for a twelve hour
period from 1200Z the next day as Ella moved rapidly to the west-northwest at 33 to
46 km h-I under the influence of easterly steering flow south of the subtropical ridge.
Ella was an unusually small system, the central convection associated with the low-level
circulation on 20 September being only about 55 km in diameter. The cyclone's small
size in conjunction with moderate vertical wind shear kept it from intensifying beyond a
minimal tropical storm with a peak intensity of 75 km h-I on 22 September when the
system began to slow as it approached a break in the ridge. Ella moved through the
break the next day and recurved to the northeast dissipating on 25 September near
400 N 1700 E in the vicinity of a frontal zone.

Super Typhoon Ginger (9724)
Ginger was the seventh of eleven tropical cyclones to attain super typhoon intensity in
the Western North Pacific during 1997, and one of ten that formed east of 1600E and
south of 200 N within the "EI Nino extended" eastern end of the monsoon trough. On
HMetS Bulletin Vol 8 Nos. 1/2J 1998
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21 September, as David was recLirving east of Japan, a tropical disturbance became
consolidated at low latitudes near 100 N 175°E near the International Date Line and
drifted slowly westwards. The following day the disturbance became better organized
with a well-defined low-level cyclonic circulation with deep convection that became
organized into curved bands and the presence of anticyclonic flow at upper levels.
Tropical Depression 24W formed at 1800Z that day with an intensity estimate of 45
km hoI and for 36 hours moved northwest and slowly intensified. It was upgraded to
Tropical Storm Ginger at 0600Z on 24 September when it was located near 15°N
164°E. Tracking in a more northerly direction and continuing to intensify, it became a
typhoon near 200 N 1600 E at 1200Z on the 25 September. Thereafter began a period
of explosive deepening and in the 24-hour period from OOOOZ on the 26 September,
the intensity almost doubled from 140 km h- I to 270 km hoI. Figure 12 shows a
DMSP Thermal Infrared Image acquired during this phase of Ginger's development.
Figure 12

DMSP Thermal Infrared Image of Super Typhoon Ginger (9724) acquired
26 September, 1997 during the period of explosive deepening
(Image from DMSP archive at USNGDC-NOAA).

As It neared its peak Intensity, the unusually cloud free nature of the large:scale

environment highlighted the typhoon's structure on visible satellite imagery. This
showed that Ginger had a small, well-defined eye embedded in a smooth symmetrical
Central Dense Overcast, which in turn was surrounded by an extensive pattern of
primary and peripheral cloud bands. After Ginger peaked on 27 September, it moved
slowly north-northwestward and recurved near 27°N 157°E some 36 hOLirs later at
1200Z on 28 September when its intensity was around 200 km h-I. After recurving
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and reaching 30DN Ginger began a slow acceleration into the midlatitudes with a
continual reduction in intensity. The system fell below typhoon force at 1800l on the
30 September and made a smooth transition into a vigorous extratropical low which
moved into the Gulf of Alaska.

Tropical Storm Hank (9725)
A surface circulation with light winds and minimal convection in the South China Sea to
the east of Hainan began drifting east on the 27 September and recurving to the
southeast on 30 September when it was near 18DN 115 DE. Over the next few days the
system continued to experienced fluctuation in its convective activity until 1800l on 2
October when an intensity estimate of 55 km hoI near ISDN 112DE indicated the
formation of Tropical Storm Hank which moved west towards the coast of Vietnam.
During the next 6 to 12 hours Hank reached a peak intensity of 75 krn hoI before being
subjected to strong vertical wind shear. This tracked the system northwestward along
the Vietnam coast finally making landfall about OOOcl on 5 October near 18°N
106DE.

Tropical Depression 26W (9726)
Tropical Depression 26W formed from a disturbance which originated southeast of the
Mariana Islands on 29 September. Initially tracking slowly north the disturbance turned
westward at about 26 km h- 1 as the subtropical ridge built to its north. The disturbance
tracked north of Guam bringing the island showers and thunderstorms early on 2
October. Later the same day the disturbance became Tropical Depression 26W with
55 krn hoI winds when it was northwest of Guam. It then took on a more west
northwest track and the convection became more widespread as the forward motion
slowed in the weak steering region associated with a break in the mid-level subtropical
ridge and it was affected by increasing vertical wind shear. By 5 October it had
increased its westward speed as the subtropical ridge redeveloped to its north although
it continued to experience vertical wind shear so that the main area of convection was
distinctly separated from its low-level circulation centre. The system dissipated over the
Philippine Sea on 7 October as it merged with a frontal boundary.

Super Typhoon Ivan (9727)
Super Typhoon Ivan and its companion, Super Typhoon Joan, the 8th and 9th super.
typhoons of 1997's unprecedented annual total of eleven, were two of only three
tropical cyclones in the Western North Pacific Ocean during 1997 to reach an intensity
of 300 km h- 1• The other was Super Typhoon Paka (05C) in December. Low-latitude,
low-level, westerly winds blew along the equator from approximately 150DE eastward,
across the International Date Line to near 170DW latitude during the first week of
October. These westerly winds and a region of deep convection were bounded by twin
near-equatorial troughs (one in the Northern Hemisphere, the other in the Southern
Hemisphere). As tile deep convection along the equator diminished, three disturbances
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emerged from this synoptic flow pattern. The first developed into Lusi (02P), which
formed in the Southern Hemisphere on 8 October and moved southward between Fiji
and Vanuatu. The others developed somewhat later in the Northern Hemisphere in the
eastern half of Micronesia and eventually emerged as a pair of tropical cyclones which
eventually became Super Typhoons Ivan and Joan. Ivan (the westernmost of the pair)
originated from a very poorly organized, westward tracking tropical disturbance in the
near-equatorial trough that stretched across the eastern Caroline and Marshall Island
groups on 9 October. The presence of a low-level circulation in association with an area
of deep convection near 6°N 165°E was first noted at 0600Z on 11 October. This
disturbance began to moved rapidly at 33 km h- 1 on a west-northwest track in the
direction of the Mariana Islands and became better organized. At 0600Z on 13
October Tropical Depression 27W formed when the system was located near t tON
151°E. It was to Tropical Storm Ivan t 2 hours later when it was to the east-southeast
of Guam. Ivan passed about 100 km to the south of Guam on the night of 14 October
as it continued to intensify. On Guam a peak wind gust of 76 km h- 1 was recorded at
Andersen Air Force Base where a 24-hr rainfall total of 148 mm was also recorded.
After passing Guam, Ivan became a typhoon at 0600Z on 15 October and then began
to intensify at a fast rate. During the 48-hour period from reaching typhoon intensity
until 0600Z on t 7 October Ivan intensified from t 20 km h- 1 to 270 km h- 1 as it took
on a more westerly track. The peak intensity of 300 km h- 1 was reached at 1800Z on
17 October when the storm was near 14°N 128°E. Figure 13 shows a GMS-5 Visible
Image of Ivan some 12 hours before reaching its peak intensity. The timing of Ivan's
peak intensity only t 2 hours later than Joan also reaching its peak Intensity was the first
instance of two tropical cyclones of such extreme intensity existing simultaneously in the
Western North Pacific Ocean. On 18 October, Ivan slowed and began to track
northwestwards toward northern Luzon and at approximately 1800Z on 19 October
the centre of Ivan made landfall on the extreme northeastern tip of Luzon with an
intensity of 220 km h- I • Ivan was the first and only tropical cyclone during 1997 of at
least tropical storm intensity to make landfall on Luzon. At least one person was
reported drowned and another missing on the northeastern tip of Luzon. Ivan damaged
thousands of houses and destroyed large amounts of rice and com in this region. More
than SUS 500,000 worth of fish stocks in ponds and cages were also destroyed. The
following day the typhoon moved into the Luzon Strait and reculVed. After recurving,
Ivan dropped below typhoon intensity on 21 October, then briefly reintensifiedto
reach typhoon status on 22 October as it moved on a northeastward track to the south
of Okinawa. Thereafter a steady weakening trend began as the system continued to
move slowly northeastward through the waters south of Japan, eventually becoming
extratropical near 29°N 148°E on 26 October.

\

,
\

Super Typhoon Joan (9728)
Super Typhoon Joan was the 9th super typhoon of 1997 and one of only three
tropical cyclones in the Western North Pacific during 1997 to reach an intensity of
300 km h- 1• The others were Super Typhoons Joan and Paka. It originated from the
last of three tropical disturbances which emerged from a region of deep convection
which was bounded by twin near-equatorial troughs, one in the Northern Hemisphere
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Figure 13

GMS-5 Visible Image of Super Typhoon Ivan (9727) acquired at
0502 LITe on 17 October, 1997 (Image from UW-C1MSS).

and the other in the Southern Hemisphere. Joan, the easternmost of the Ivan-Joan pair
originated from a very poorly organized tropical disturbance near 4°N 178°E In a near
equatorial trough on 11 October. This disturbance moved northwestward and was
located north of looN by 13 October. With an increase in the areal extent and
organization of deep convection the system turned west and began to slowly intensify,
becoming Tropical Depression 28W with an intensity estimate of 45 km hoI at 0600l
on 13 October. The upgrade to Tropical Storm Joan followed 24 hours later at
0600l on 14 October when the system was near 12°N 164°E and as it continued to
track Just north of due west. Intensification continued and Joan achieved typhoon
intensity at 1 800l on 15 October as it continued on its track towards the Mariana
Islands. Joan then began to intensify very rapidly, increasing from 130 km hoI at
1800lon 15 October to its peak of 300 km hoI some 36 hours later. The equivalent
pressure fall of 10.0 kPa over this 36-hour period Is characteristic of explosive
deepening. The timing of joan's peak intensity at 0600l on 17 October, only 12
hours before Ivan also reaching its peak intensity was the first instance of two tropical
cyclones of such extreme intensity existing simultaneously in the Western North Pacific
Ocean. Figure 14 shows a GMS-5 Visible Image of Joan at this time. Joan made turned
to the northwest as it approached the Mariana Islands and weakened slightly as it passed
between the Islands of Saipan and Anatahan on the morning of 18 October. At this
time it had a well-defined eye which was tracked by Guam's NEXRAD radar as it
HMetS Bulledn Vol. 8 Nos. 1/2, 1998
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Figure 14

GMS-5 Visible Image of Super Typhoon Joan (9728) acquired at
0502 UTC on 17 October, 1997 (Image from UW-CIMSS).

passed to the north. Peak wind gusts of 158 km h-I were recorded on Salpan when
Joan passed approximately 80 km to the north, while on Guam winds gusted to only
61 km hoI on the west side of the island. Joan did not inflict significant damage on
Saipan. For the next four and a half days, from OOOOZ on 17 October to 1200Z on
21 October, Joan remained at or above the Super Typhoon threshold intensity of
240 km h-I, setting a record. From OOOZ on 20 October to OOOOZ on 22 October
Joan continued to move slowly and made a sharp recurve as it weakened steadily from
260 km hoI at the beginning of the 48-hour period to 215 km hoI at its end when it
was tracking northeastward to the south of Japan. On 23 October Joan began to move
eastward along 300 N latitude and continued to weaken. The next day it again turned
toward the northeast and accelerated as it transitioned Into an intense extratropical low.
Joan remained at typhoon intensity until 1800Z on 24 October and its transition into
an extratropical low was completed at 1800Z the following day.

Super Typhoon Keith (9729)
Keith, which formed at low latitudes in the Marshall Islands was the tenth of eleven
tropical cyclones to attain super typhoon intensity in the western North Pacific during
1997. When Ivan and Joan began to recurve, deep convection once again Increased in
the region east of 1600 Eand south of 200 N, the so-called "EI Nino extension", and
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two more TCs emerged from the twin near-equatorial trough flow pattern. Keith
developed in the Marshall Islands and a Southern Hemisphere twin, TC 03P, moved
south between Fiji and the Islands of Vanuatu. An area of deep convection located in
the Marshall Islands existed for several days before it was unambiguously linked at
06001 on 23 October to the low-level circulation centre which developed into Keith.
This area of deep convection moved slowly westward and remained poorly organized
for three days. On 26 October, the organization of the deep convection improved as
anticyclonic outflow became more symmetrical over the system, and synoptic data
indicated falling sea-level pressure within a persistent low-level circulation. During the
night of 27 October, the deep convection became better organized and the disturbance
was upgraded to Tropical Depression 29W at 18001. On the morning of 28 October,
intensity estimates increased to 65 km h-I and the system was upgraded to Tropical
Storm Keith at OOOOI. At this time the storm was tracking toward the west-northwest
near 6°N 169°E and began to Intensify slowly for two days before it, like Ivan and
Joan, underwent a period of rapid intensification. By OOOOI on 31 October Keith had
intensified to 195 km h-I. The equivalent pressure drop of 4.3 kPa in 24 hours qualifies
as a case of rapid deepening. Keith continued to Intensify rapidly until 12001 on 1
November when it reached its peak intensity of 285 km h-I. When it reached its peak
intensity Keith was still moving on a west-northwest track and was just over a day away
from passing through the Mariana Islands. Keith passed between the Islands of Rota and
Tinian during the 6 hour period 06001 to 12001 on 2 November and though
weakened slightly from its peak, it was still a powerful 260 km h-I Super Typhoon as it
made its closest approach to these islands. Fortunately the eye wall cloud of Keith
remained over water and no island experienced the full force of Keith. Figure 15
shows a GMS-5 Visible Image of Keith as it passed through the Mariana Islands. Wind
gusts of 175 km h-I were reported at Saipan's International Airport and sea-level
pressures fell to 96.4 kPa on Rota and to 97.7 kPa on Saipan. Despite its track
between the islands, Keith caused considerable damage on Rota, Tinian, and Saipan. At
least 790 houses were destroyed or damaged on these islands. On Guam there was
little damage although power was knocked out to the entire island for nearly a day.
Wind gusts reached 124 km h-I and around 150 mm of rain fell on parts of the island.
As it continued on a west-northwest track Keith remained at or above Super Typhoon
intensity for three and a half days from 18001 31 October to 06001 on 3
November. Its intensity dropped to 230 km h- 1 at 12001 that day but briefly re
intensified for 12 hours from OOOI on 4 November. Later that day Keith slowed,
weakened, and began to recurve and for two days moved slowly northeastward and
continued to weaken. On 7 November Keith turned more eastward and weakened
further, beginning its acceleration in the westerly flow to the north of the subtropical
ridge. Thereafter Keith accelerated east-northeastward with a translation speed of 85
km h-I and became extratropical in the central north Pacific.

Typhoon Linda (9730)
A tropical disturbance formed within an area of convection east of the Philippine
Islands near SON 135°E on 26 October. This disturbance tracked in a generally
westward direction over the next several days under the subtropical ridge to the north.
HMetS Bulletin Vol 8 Nos. //2, /998
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Figure 15

GMS-5 Visible Image of Super Typhoon Keith (9720) acquired at 0632 UTe
on 2 November, 1997 showing the relief in Keith's clouds due to the low
evening sun angle (Image from ]TWC).

Convection began to increase over the disturbance as It entered the Sulu Sea on 30
October. Tropical Depression 30W formed at 1800l on the 31 October as deep
convection continued to organize about the disturbance's centre. The newly formed
system reached tropical storm intensity as Tropical Storm Linda within 24 hours as it
tracked- westward over the South China Sea. Af this· point, the system accelerated
westward toward the southern tip of Vietnam. It passed over the Vietnamese province
of Ca Mau at 0900l on 2 November with an intensity of 100 km h-I. Ca Mau
province, located to the northern side of Linda's passage, reported significant damage
and loss of life. Linda attained typhoon intensity shortly after entering the Gulf of
Thailand as it turned northwestward following steering from the subtropical ridge. The
system weakened slightly prior to striking the Malay Peninsula at 1600l on 3
November. Newspaper reports as late as 8 November indicated that at least 330
people were killed in Vietnam and Thailand with approximately 2250 people still
missing. Many of the missing were Vietnamese fisherman or sailors caught at sea in the
path of the tropical cyclone. After crossing the Malay Peninsula, Linda further
weakened as it encountered the region's mountains. However, once over the warm
waters of the Andaman Sea, the system began to reconsolidate. This was the first
tropical cyclone since 1992 to cross from the Western North Pacific to the North
Indian Ocean. Soon after moving into the Andaman Sea, a weakness in the subtropical
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ridge began to develop to the north, causing Linda's forward speed to slow. Over open
water once again, Linda reintensified and became a typhoon once again 3rOOOOZ on
the 6 November. This was short-lived, however, as interaction with a mig-latitude
trough began to introduce vertical wind shear. Linda stalled in the Bay of Bengal within
an area of weak steering located between the subtropical ridge axis at SO kPa and the
sub-tropical ridge axis at 20 kPa. Upper level vertical wind shear continued allowing
slow weakening of the system for several days and by 10 November Linda had
dissipated in the Bay of Bengal.

Typhoon Mort (9730)
Typhoon Mort was the last tropical cyclone to form during the 1997 Western North
Pacific Ocean season. The initial disturbance began as an area of convection located
within a weak monsoon trough that stretched from the southern Philippine Sea to just
south of Guam on 7 November. An area of divergence overlaid the disturbance which
was located equatorward of mid-level ridging. By 9 November the disturbance had
become better organized with some cyclonic motion within the convection. As
development continued the disturbance was upgraded to Tropical Depression 31 W at
1800Z on 10 November with a a typical 45 - 55 km h- 1 intensity. The system
tracked in a west to west-northwesterly direction at speeds of 13 to 17 km h- 1 due to
easterly steering flow in the lower to mid-levels south of the subtropical ridge. As the
system intensified it was upgraded to Tropical Storm Mort at 0600Z on 11 November
when it was located near 12°N 138°E. The system reached typhoon status near 13°N
133°E at 1800Z on 12 November with a peak intensity of 120 km h- 1 and developed
no further. Between 0600Z and 2100Z the following day vertical wind shear caused
the low-level circulation to be sheared off separate to the east-southeast of the low-level
circulation which continued to track westward toward the Philippine Islands. Due to the
presence of an exposed low level circulation the system was downgraded to tropical
storm intensity at OOOOZ on 14 November. However, vertical wind shear lessened
although this was only short-lived as it once again increased late on the next day
eventually causing convection to shear to the south of the centre. Mort weakened to a
tropical depression by 0600Z on 16 November and shortly thereafter made landfall
on the island of luzon, subsequently dissipating over the mountains within the island's
interior.

Super Typhoon Paka (9705C)
During the last week of November convection associated with an equatorial westerly
wind burst occurred some 2000 km southwest of Hawaii leading to the formation of
twin tropical cyclones, one in the Northern Hemisphere and the other in the Southern.
The latter, named Pam (07P), became a hurricane and began recurving southeastward.
The former was named Tropical Storm Paka (OsC) near 8°N 167°W on 2 December
as it tracked slowly but steadily westward towards the international Date Line which it
crossed at 1800Z on 6 December. After reaching 110 km hoI on 8 December, Paka
began to weaken and at 1800Z the next day intensity had dropped to 85 km h- 1 as it
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Figure 16

GMS-5 Visible Image of Super Typhoon Paka (9705C) acquired at
0532 UTe on 16 December, 1997 (Image from UW-ClMSS).

was affected by vertical wind shear. However, by 0600l on 10 December, with the
vertical shear weakening, Paka continued to develop. Majuro and Kwajalein both
received peak wind gusts of over 75 km h-I as Paka passed on 10 ahd 11 September,
respectively. After reaching an intensity of 215 km hoI on 12 December, Paka briefly
weakened again as along-track acceleration commenced. Despite forward speeds of 30
and 31 km hoI the typhoon started to intensify once again, peaking at 235 km h-I on
15 December. At this time Paka posed a very serious threat to the southern Mariana
Islands although it began to slow and there were signs of weakening. As the storm came
within NEXRAD Doppler radar range its inner structure was revealed. There were
concentric wall clouds, a primary one approximately 75 km in diameter and a
secondary fragmented inner wall cloud about 20 km in diameter. At 0600l on 16
December, the centre of Paka's eye was located about 46 km south of the eastern point
of Rota. The along-track speed dropped to 17 km hoI, and the intensity was estimated
at 210 km hoI gusting to 280 km h-I. Figure 16 shows a GMS-5 Visible Image at this
time when the center of Paka was approaching Guam. At 1200l on 16 December
Paka slowed to 11 km hoI and was at its closest point of approach, 28 km, north of
Agana, Guam. However, intensification was, once again, underway reaching an
estimated maximum of 240 ~m h- I gusting to 296 km h-I. As Paka's eye passed over
northern Guam, destructive winds caused extensive damage to private and commercial
buildings, infrastructure, crops and vegetation. No life was lost as a direct resuk of
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Paka's passage although preliminary estimates of total losses ran into hundreds of
millions of dollars. After seriously damaging the islands of Guam and Rota Super
Typhoon Paka continued to intensify and reached a peak of 295 km h- t briefly on 18
December when it was near 15°N 138°E. Rapid weakening then began and persisted
until the cloud system completely dissipated four days later on 22 December in the
Philippine Sea.
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Hong Kong ObselVatory
Nathan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong

//Farewell Ceremonyff Weather
The "Farewell Ceremony" on the eve of Hong Kong's change of sovereignty on 30
June 1997 was marked by intermittent rain. In terms of rainfall, the rain was not
particularly heavy. But most of it fell within a short period of 30 minutes during the
ceremony, enough to make organizers, participants and onlookers feeling distinctly
uncomfortable (Figure 1). This short report documents the synoptic situation prevailing
at the time and some interesting observations with the weather radar.
Figure 1.

Celebrities in heavy rain: the Farewell Ceremony of 30 June 1997
(Courtesy ofInformation Services Department, Hong Kong Government)
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Rainfall and Distribution
The "Farewell Ceremony" ran from 6:1 5 p.m. to 8:00 p.m HKT. Earlier in the
afternoon, rain had been going on intermittently, at a rate of a couple of millimetres in
an hour. As the ceremony progressed, the rain became heavier, especially between
7:00 and 8:00 p.m. HKT when a total of 6.5 mm of rain were recorded at the Hong
Kong Observatory (HKO). The rainfall distribution over Hong Kong for this hour is
shown in Figure 2a. More than 10 mm of rain fell over the southwestern part of Hong
Kong Island, while places near H.M.S. Tamar, where the ceremony was held, received
7 to 8 mm. Time series of 15-minute rainfall at HKO and at a raingauge near H.M.S.
Tamar are presented in Figure 2b.

Figure 2(a).

Rainfall distribution over Hong Kong between 7:00 and
8:00 p.m. HKT on 30 June 1997. Places mentioned
in the text are also shown.
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Figure 2(b).

Time series of 15-minute rainfall at HKO and at a raingauge
near H.M.S. Tamar between 6:00 and 8:00 p.m. HKT on
30 June 1997.
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Satellite Imagery
Satellite images (Figures 3a to 3d) taken by the Geostationary Meteorological Satellite
indicated that in tile course of the day on 30 June, convective activity over the
northern part of the South China Sea spread northwards, affecting the south China
coast, the southern part of the Taiwan Strait and Taiwan by the evening. The unsettled
weather was closely associated with active southwesterlies prevailing over the region.
The image taken at around 8:00 p.m. HKT on 30 June also revealed a relatively small
area of intense convection (appearing whiter than the surrounding areas on the satellite
image) to the immediate south of Hong Kong (see inset of Figure 3cj the intense
convection is marked by a blue arrow). This turned out to be a precursor of more
severe weather to come. The ensuing torrential rain brought more than 300 mm to
Hong Kong for the first three days of July alone.
Also evident on the satellite images were thunderstorms over land, running along the
coast ofsouth China and becoming rather well developed by the early afternoon (Figure
3b). This was related to daytime solar heating in an unstable atmosphere. The
thunderstorms eventually drifted inland as the day progressed (Figure 3c) and mostly
subsided by nighttime (Figure 3d).
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Figure 3

Infra-red satellite images of 30 June 1997. Inset of (c) shows
an enlarged Image around Hong Kong at t 2UTe. The arrow
Indicates the intense convectlon mentioned in the text.
The cloud imageries were originally captured by Geostationary
Meteorological Satellite of Japan Meteorological Agency.

(a) OOUTC

(b) 06UTC

(c) 12UTC

(d) 18UTC
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jMA analysis of (a) surface pressure at 12 L1TC and (b) 850-hPa wind
field at OOUTC of 30 june 1997. Also shown in (b) are the 850-hPa
(solid line) and 700-hPa (broken line) wave locations at OOUTC and
12UTC of that day and OOUTC of 1 july.
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Synoptic Features
As indicated by analysis of the atmospheric flow, the synoptic features closely related to
the rain were waves embedded in perturbed southwesterlies in the lower troposphere
(850 and 700 hPa, Figure 4, about 1450 and 3100 m above ground respectively).
At 8:00 a.m. HKT (0000 UTC), 30 June, a WNW-ESE oriented wave at the 850-hPa
level was located about 200 km south of Hong Kong. It subsequently moved
northeastward and crossed Hong Kong by 8:00 p.m. HKT (1200 UTC). The
movement of the 700-hPa wave, just ahead of the 850-hPa wave, was generally similar.
In the mid-troposphere at 500 hPa (about 5850 m above ground), southwesterly flow
prevailed over the south China coast in the morning (Figure Sa). During the day, a
ridge became established north of Taiwan and extending to the northern part of
Guangdong along 25°N (Figure 5b). A WNW-ESE oriented trough also became
apparent about 100 km north of Hong Kong. This feature (mid-tropospheric trough)
turned out to be persistent along the south China coast during the following few days
(500 hPa analyses not shown).
Its emergence, together with the perturbed
southwesterlies in the lower troposphere, contributed to a deterioration of the weather
in Hong Kong over a period of several days starting from the evening of 30 June.
Further aloft at 200 hPa (about 12500 m above ground) in the upper troposphere, an
easterly wave was observed at 8:00 p.m. (1200 UTC, Figure 5c) over the northern
part of the South China Sea when the wave axis had already passed to the west of Hong
Kong. No divergent area could be analyzed at this level in the vicinity of Hong Kong
(Figure 5d). The area of severe weather and thunderstorms to the east of Hong Kong,
as observed on the satellite imagery (Figure 3c), tied in quite well with the divergent
area at 200 hPa.
The 1200 UTC upper-air sounding (Figure 6a) indicated a thermodynamically unstable
atmosphere (K index of 37). The winds below 5 km (about 550 hPa) were
southwesterlies with directions mostly in the region of 230-240 degrees (Figure 6b).
This feature turned out to be very helpful for examining vertical cross sections of radar
data that follow in the next section.
In summary, unstable flow in the lower troposphere and troughing in the middle
troposphere appeared to be the main synoptic features contributing to the rain over
Hong Kong that evening. On the other hand, conditions at the upper troposphere did
not support development of deep convection and thunderstorms over Hong Kong.

Radar Observations
Radar images taken by the Observatory weather radar at Tate's Cairn for the 3-km level
depicted a generally quiescent picture at 6:00 p.m. HKT (not shown), although an
east-west oriented band of relatively intense echoes could be observed just beyond the
40-km range, to the south of Hong Kong. Individual rain cells were generally moving
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(a) SOO-hPa wind field at OOUTC

(b) SOO-hPa wind field at 12UTC
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(c) 200-hPa wind field at 12UTC

Figure 5
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(d) 200-hPa divergence field at 12UTC

(a) to (c) Streamline analysis at the SOO-hPa and 200-hPa levels for 30 June 1997.
(d) is the analysed divergence field at the 200-hPa level at 12UTC from JMA global
model.
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and speed (ms· I ).
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to the northeast, and those upstream of Hong Kong had intensity of 34 dBz (about 5
mm/h) I or less.
Soon after 7:00 p.m. HKT, the band of radar echoes had moved north and came
within the 20-km range (Figure 7a), showing development at the same time. A small
rain cell, still at the incipient stage and barely visible (labelled 'B' and indicated by arrow
on Figure 7d, and enlarged in Figure Sa), soon intensified and merged with the more
mature one (labelled 'A') to its northwest as it approached Hong Kong Island (Figures
7g and j). From vertical radar cross-sections of the cells (e.g. Figure 7h), it is not
evident that the intensification could be attributed to topographical effects.
The rain cells started to affect Hong Kong Island after 7:30 p.m HKT. The time when
H.M.S. Tamar experienced the worst of the rain coincided with the radar image shown
in Figure 7j (7:36 p.m. HKT). The intensity of radar echoes over the area reached 47
dBz (about 30 mm/h). By that time rain cell 'A' was already showing signs of decay,
while rain cell 'B', having developed at a later time, continued to move northeastwards.
Individually, the two rain cells lasted for more than 50 minutes.

Vertical Cross Sections
Vertical cross sections of the rain cells offer another angle to visualize their evolution.
The cells could be viewed in two perpendicular directions: along a radial from the radar
site ('radial cross section'), and at right angles to tile radial ('tangential cross section').
To follow the evolution, radial cross sections of rain cell 'A' at four different times are
displayed in Figure 7. The ambient winds are all southwesterlies below 5 km. As the
rain cells were located southwest of the radar, i.e. upwind of the radar, the radial
component of the velocity is quite representative of the true velocity itself.
At 7:00 p.m.HKT, a low-level southwesterly jet extending to about 1 km above ground
was seen near and behind the cell, with wind speeds reaching 10m S·I, exceeding those
downstream by about 5 m S·1 (Figure 7c). The flow was speed convergent at the cell's
position where the jet reached a height of 3 km. Twelve minutes later, both the cell
and the associated jet became extended to 4 km (Figures 7e and f). The southwesterly
jet straddled a horizontal distance of about 15 km.
The jet separated into two parts by the time rain cell A reached Lamma Island (Figure
7i). The part within the cell region lifted and detached itself from the other part behind
the cell. The latter weakened gradually some 20 minutes afterwards (Figure 71).

1. For the radar in Hong Kong a standard relation is assumed between reflectivity (Z) and
rainfall rate (R), namely, Z = aRb, where a = 200 and b = 1.5 for all kinds of rain.
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Figure 8 shows a tangential cross section of rain cell 'A' at 7: 12 p.m. HKT viewed from
an azimuth angle of 220 degrees. From the 1200 UTC ascent of 30 June, winds
below 5 km were mostly from 230-240 degrees. Under more or less uniform flow,
the radial velocities at the northern end ('N' in Figure 8a) should have been larger than
those at the opposite end ('M' in the same figure) by no more than 25 percent.
However, the observed radial velocity pattern between 1 and 4 km above ground
turned out to be the other way round (Figure 8c). On side 'M', instead of lower
velocities, a low-level southwesterly jet with speed exceeding 10m S·I was observed.
Reflectivity contours were oval-shaped (Figure 8b) and an intense reflectivity centre was
found at 1 km above ground. For side 'N', winds at this level therefore had cyclonic
wind shear.
To sum up, rain ceH·'N~was.·found to be associated with a low-level southwesterly jet.
The jet lifted as the cell intensified. It appears that momentum was transferred from
lower to middle troposphere.

DisclJssion
The rain that fell during the "Farewell Ceremony" on 30 June 1997 was not substantial
in terms of amount. However, most of it fell within a period of 30 minutes in the midst
of the ceremony, sufficient to cause discomfort to many participants and onlookers.
Synoptically, the rain was associated with waves embedded in southwesterlies at the low
levels. A trough also began to appear in the middle troposphere that evening, favouring
development of rain near the territory. On the other hand, available weather data do
not support any synoptic features in the upper atmosphere that evening that were
conducive to instability at high altitudes leading to deep convection, for instance
thunderstorms, in the vicinity of Hong Kong.
Satellite pictures indicated severe weather to the east of Hong Kong, in association with
a divergent flow at upper troposphere over the southern part of Taiwan Strait. Weather
radar pictures depicted rapid development of rain cells upstream and their subsequent
merging on approaching Hong Kong, but there was no thunderstorm in the territory.
From upper-air ascent, wind direction was essentially uniform below 5 km in the
evening of 30 June 1997. A cross section at an angle to the flow presented a 2
dimensional pattern showing wind speed distribution, which was helpful in eliciting
observation of jets. Radial velocities captured by the Doppler radar revealed the
association of rain cell with a low-level southwesterly jet. Evolution of the velocity
pattern suggested a momentum transfer process from the lower to the middle
troposphere.
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Radial cross sections of rain cell A at four different times on 30 June 1997. Positions of
cross sections are shown in the top row and purple arrows indicate the viewing directions.
The middle and bottom rows present reflectivity and radial velocity cross sections
respectively. Radar site is at the left end. The height and length scales are given in (b).
Winds towards the radar are coloured in green, and those away from radar in yellow.
Colour scale indicates increments of 5 ms· 1 .
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(c)

Tangential cross section (relative to the radar site) of rain cell A at 7:12 p.m. of 30 June
1997. (a) refers to location of the cross section viewed from direction of the purple arrow.
(b) and (c) show reflectivity and radial velocity cross sections respectively. The radial
from radar site meets the cross sectional line at the '0' point. Height and length scales
are given in (b). Colour scheme for radial velocities is same as Figure 7,
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Williilm]. (Bill) Kyle
Department ofGeography I3l Geolo~ The University ofHong Kong
Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong (Email: billkyle@hkscc.hku.hk)

Hong Kong Weather Reviews
Climatological information employed in the compJlation of this section is derived mainly from
published weather data of the Hong Kong Observatory and is used with the prior permission of
the Director.

Review ofAutumn 1997
Overall Autumn 1997 was drier than normal with all three months recording below
average rainfall.
Both September and October fell short by 22 percent, while
November was particularly dry, registering only one fifth of the normal rainfall. Despite
the dry autumn, however, the accumulated rainfall at the end of November had
reached 3336.5 millimetres, 53 per cent above the normal figure and the highest ever
recorded for the period, so making 1997 the wettest year for Hong Kong on record.
The season was also slightly warmer than normal although there was considerable month
to month variation. September was generally cooler and cloudier than usual with the
month's mean maximum temperature the fourth lowest. on record. In contrast the
October mean minimum temperature ranked second highest and the mean temperature .
for November equalled the previous record set in 1966 making the month one of two
warmest on record. The latter month was also generally sunnier than normal.

Seasonal statistics
Extreme daily maximum temperature

31.5 °C

( on 1st September)

Mean daily maximum temperature

27.2°C

(0.3 °C below normal)

Mean daily temperature

25.1 °C

(0.4 °C above normal)

Mean daily' minimum temperature

23.3 °C

(0.7 °C above normal)
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( on 18 th November)

Extreme daily minimum temperature

15.8 °C

Rainfall (provisional)

352.8 mm (74 %)

Number of Days with ~0.1 mm rain

26

(2.84 below normal)

Number of Days with ~25.0 mm rain

4

( 1.4 7 below normal)

Number of Days with ~50.0 mm rain

2

(0.60 below normal)

.

September
September 1997 was cooler and drier than normal with the mean temperature of
26.4 °C the eighth lowest and the mean maximum temperature of 28.5 °C the fourth
lowest on record. The month was also cloudier than normal with 74 percent mean
amount of cloud, the eighth highest for the month. Consequently, the monthly total
bright sunshine was only 117.1 hours, the second lowest for September. The total
rainfall in the month was 232.9 millimetres, 66.8 millimetres below normal. In the
absence of tropical cyclones, the monthly mean pressure of 101 .21 kPa was the highest
ever recorded for September. During the month nine Thunderstorm Warnings and one
Flood Warning was issued. The Strong Monsoon signal was hoisted once and the Yellow
Fire Danger warning was also issued once. Although there were six tropical cyclones in
the Western North Pacific Ocean and the South China Sea in the month only Fritz
affected Hong Kong and then only In combination with the winter monsoon In helping
to maintain strong easterly winds over the SAR from 22 nd to 24 th •
The month began with mainly fine and sunny weather and temperatures rose to
31.5 °C on 1st, the highest in the month. However, this did not last long and a
Thunderstorm Warning was in effect from 1300 to 1500 HKT on 2 nd • With the
approach of a trough of low pressure, the weather turned cloudy and there were
thundery showers on 3 rd • Two Thunderstorm Warnings were issued that day, the first in
the morning from 0800 to 1000 HKT and the second in the evening from 1845 to
2245 HKT. The rain eased and there were some mist patches the next day. Although
sunny weather returned on 5th and 6 th as the trough moved into the South China Sea,
the retreat of the trough northwards across the coast again brought heavy showers to
Hong Kong on 7th and thundery showers the next day. It became fine again on 9 th and
sunny conditions prevailed for the next few days. Four Thunderstorm Warnings were
Issued during this time, from 0450 to 0650 HKT and again from 0945 to 1145 HKT
on 7th, and twice the following day, from 0100 to 0900 HKT and from 1220 to
1615 HKT. Temperatures again reached 31.5 degrees on 12 th tying with that reached
on the first day of the month. A Thunderstorm Warning was in effect from 1500 to
1700 HKT on the afternoon of 13th as Isolated heavy showers affected the northeastern
part of the New Territories. A band of heavy rain and thunderstorms swept across
Hong Kong early the next morning prompting a Thunderstorm Warning from 0145 to
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0745 HKT and the issuance of a Flood Warning in effect from 0300 to 020 HKT. The
weather remained cloudy with some showers the next few days, except on 17th when it
was fine and sunny. Heavy rainfall occurred over the southeastern part of Hong Kong
Island on the early morning of 18 th • The northeast monsoon intensified over China and
pushed southwards bringing cooler weather on 2)5t and temperatures dropped to 19.3
°C, the lowest in the month. This figure was the fifth lowest for the month of
September. The combined effect of the monsoon and Tropical Storm Fritz over the
South China Sea maintained strong easterly winds along the coastal areas for the next
couple of days. As a result the Strong Monsoon Signal was hoisted from 2300 HKT on
22 nd to 0830 HKT on 24th • The weather remained generally cloudy with some light
rain patches. A drier airstream reached the coastal areas on 24th bringing along fine
and sunny conditions in the next three days. With drier conditions the Yellow fire
Danger Warning was in effect from 0600 HKT on 27th to 1520 HKT the following
afternoon, when the weather became cloudy with periods of rain which persisted until
the end of the month.

Monthly Statistics
t 5t and 12 th )

Extreme daily maximum temperature

31.5 °C

( on

Mean daily maximum temperature

28.5 °C

(1.8 °C below normal)

Mean daily temperature

26.4 °C

( 1.2 °C below normal)

Mean daily minimum temperature

24.5 °C

(1.0 °C below normal)

Extreme daily minimum temperature

19.3 °C

( on 21 st )

Total Rainfall (provisional)

232.9

mm

N umber of Days with 2:0. 1 mm rain

15

(0.63 above normal)

Number of Days with 2:25.0 mm rain

2

(1.57 below normal)

Number of Days with 2:50.0 mm rain

1

(0.63 below normal)

(7.8 % of normal)

October
In contrast to the previous month October 1997 was warmer than normal and the
mean temperature of 25.9 °C was the seventh highest on record. The mean minimum
temperature of 24.3 °C also ranked the second highest for October. With the
dominance for most of the time of a ridge of high pressure over China, the mean
pressure of 101.60 kPa was the fifth highest for October. Like September, however,
the month was drier with the total rainfall in the month of 112.8 millimetres falling
32.0 millimetres short of the normal figure. However, by the end of the month the
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accumulated rainfall for the year of 3329.4 millimetres was 55 per cent above the
normal figure and was the highest ever recorded for the period, surpassing even the
record maximum annual rainfall of 3247.5 millimetres set in 1982. Three
Thunderstorm Warnings, one Flood Warning, four Yellow and one Red Fire Danger
Warning was issued. Five tropical cyclones occurred in the Western North Pacific Ocean
and the South China Sea in the month although none affected the SAR.
The weather was cloudy with some isolated showers during the first few of days of the
month. Although it turned fine and sunny on 4 th the clouds returned the following
afternoon and isolated heavy showers occurred in eastern areas early on 6 th • For the
next few days, from 7th through 10th, the weather was mainly fine apart from some
isolated showers on 8 th • The Yellow Fire Danger Warning was issued for the first time in
the month from 0600 to 2300 HKT on 10th and again from 0700 to 1000 HKT on
the morning of 12 th • Cloud amount began to increase again on 11 th and there were
some isolated heavy showers around midday on 12th when the Thunderstorm Warning
was in effect from 1210 to 1410 HKT that day. However, the weather Improved
rapidly and there were long sunny periods later in the afternoon. Fine weather then
prevailed for the next couple of days. On the afternoon of 16th, although it was sunny
in the urban areas, Isolated heavy showers affected the northwestern part of the New
Territories where over 30 millimetres of rainfall were recorded. It became generally
cloudy the next day. Thundery showers affected the eastern part of Hong Kong that
evening, with parts of Hong Kong Island recording over 100 millimetres of rainfall. The
Thunderstorm Warning was in effect from 1400 to 1600 HKT on 17th and again from
2210 HKT on 17th to 0800 HKT on 18 th • A Flood Warning was also issued from
2220 to midnight HKT on 17th • The weather turned sunny once more on 19 th,
although it was also misty or hazy during the next few days. A third Yellow Fire Danger
Warning was issued between 0600 and 1800 HKT on 19th • Temperatures rose to
30.4 °C, the highest in the month, on 21 st. While it remained mainly fine, some
isolated showers occurred on 23 rd and the mist cleared the next day. About this time
the winter monsoon began to strengthen over China and a cold front crossed the south
China coast on the evening of 26 th • The fourth Yellow Fire Danger Warning of the
month was in effect from 0600 to 1800 HKT on that day. Temperatures dropped to
19.5 °C, the lowest in the month, on 28 th , Under the influence of the winter monsoon,
fine, sunny and dry weather prevailed till the end of the month necessitating the
issuance of the first Red Fire Danger Warning of the dry season at 0630 HKT on 30th •
This remained in effect to 1800 HKT on 2 nd of November. Five tropical cyclones
occurred in the Western North Pacific Ocean and the South China Sea in the month
though none exerted any impact on Hong Kong.

Monthly Statistics
Extreme daily maximum temperature

30.4 °C

Mean daily temperature

25.9 °C

(0.7 °C above normal)

Mean daily minimum temperature

24.3 °C

(1.2 °C above normal)
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Extreme daily minimum temperature

19.5 °C

Total Rainfall (provisional)

112.8mm

-(78 % of normal)

7

( 1.60 below normal)

Number of Days with

~o. 1

Number of Days with

~25.0

mm rain

2

(0.50 above normal)

Number of Days with

~50.0

mm rain

1

(0.60 above normal)

mm rain

November
The mean temperature of 23.1 °C for November 1997 equalled the previous record
set in 1966 and made the month one of two warmest Novembers on record. The mean
minimum temperature of 21.2 °C also ranked highest for November while the mean
maximum temperature of 25.3 °C was the seventh highest. The total bright sunshine
duration was 202.6 hours or 21 •1 hours more than the normal figure. Although the
total rainfall in the month was only 7.1 millimetres or only one fifth of the normal
figure, at the end of the month the accumulated rainfall for the year of 3336.5
millimetres was 53 per cent above the normal figure and was the highest ever recorded
for the period. This figure also made 1997 the wettest year for Hong Kong on record.
The Strong Monsoon Signal was hoisted on two occasions during the month. As a
result of the dry conditions three Red and two Yellow fire Danger Warnings were issued.
The winter monsoon continued to bring drier air and sunny weather to Hong Kong at
the beginning of the month. A replenishment of the northeast monsoon reached the
coastal areas on the evening of 3 rd • The Strong Monsoon Signal was hoisted from 2300
HKT on 4 th until 0400 HKT the following morning as winds strengthened from the
north but were maintained for a only a few hours. During the entire first half of the
month fine and sunny weather generally prevailed although there were some cloudy
periods on 9 th • With dry conditions, the Red Fire Danger Warning was in force from
0600 HKT on 4 th to 0600 HKT on 7th and the Yellow Fire Danger Warning from
1800 HKT on 7th until 0600 HKT on 10th • During this period temperatures rose to
reach a high for the month of 28.6 °C on both 13 th and 15 th • A cold front crossed
the south China coast on the evening of 16th and winds strengthened from the north.
There were some light rain patches during the passage of the front but the weather
became sunny the next day. The Red Fire Danger Warning was issued at 0820 HKT
that and stayed in effect until 0600 HKT on 19th • The Strong Monsoon Signal was
hoisted for the second time in November at 1915 HKT on the evening of 16th and
remained in force until 0145 HKT on 18th as winds subsided gradually. Temperatures
dropped to 15.8 °C, the minimum value recorded during the month, on 18 tho Under
the influence of an intense winter monsoon, fine and dry weather prevailed the next few
days. As winds turned to the southeast on 2 pt misty weather set in. The Yellow Fire
Danger Warning was issued for only an hour an a half from 0600 HKT on 23 rd as it
became cloudy to overcast with rain on that day. For the next couple of days it was
very warm with isolatefl· Mowers as the coastal areas came under the influence of a
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maritime southerly airstream. Long sunny periods returned again on 27tJ1 and 28 tJ1 •
.After the passage of a weak cold front across the south China coast on 29 tJ1 the weather
became slighdy cooler and remained mainly cloudy with patches of light rain until the
end of the month.

Monthly Statistics
Extreme dally maximum temperature

28.6°C

( on 13 tJ1 and 15 tJ1

Mean daily maximum temperature

25.3 °C

( 1. 1 °C above normal)

Mean daily temperature

23.1 °C

(1.7 °C above normal)

Mean daily minimum temperature

21.2 °C

(2.0 °C above normal)

Extreme daily minimum temperature

15.8 °C

( on 18 th )

Total Rainfall (provisional)

7.1 mm

(20 % of normal)

Number of Days with ~O. 1 mm rain

4

( 1.87 below normal)

Number of Days with ~25.0 mm rain

0

(0.40 below normal)

Number of Days with ~50.0 mm rain

0

(0.10 below normal)

)

Review of Winter 1997-98
Winter 1997-98 was notable for being markedly warmer and wetter than usual. All
three months had mean daily temperatures above normal with December and February,
each recording 1.3°C being particularly warmer than normal. 1997 ended with a dry
December in which the total rainfall was only 6.5 mm against a normal of 27.3 mm.
Nevertheless, the total annual rainfall of 3,343.0 mm or 51 percent above normal
made 1997 the wettest year on record in Hong Kong. Although the winter started dry
both January and February were exceptionally wet, recording 209 percent of normal
rainfall in the former month and 320 percent of normal in the latter. As a result the
winter as a whole was much wetter than usual receiving more than twice the usual
amount of precipitation.

Seasonal statistics
Extreme daily maximum temperature

26.0°C

( on 19 th February)

Mean daily maximum temperature

19.7°C

(0.4 °C above normal)
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Mean daily temperature

17.6 °C

( 1. 1 °C above normal)

Mean daily minimum temperature

15.8 °C

(1.5 °C above normal)

Extreme daily minimum temperature

8.9 °C

( on 5 th and 6 th February)

Rainfall (provisional)

209.1

mm

28

(9.57 above normal)

3

(2.24 above normal)

Number of Days with

~O. 1

Number of Days with

~25.0

mOl rain

Number of Days with

~50.0

mm rain

mOl rain

(212 %)

(0.87 above normal)

December
December 1997 was warmer and drier than normal with the mean temperature of
18.9 °C ranking dle seventh highest and the mean minimum temperature of 17.1 °C
the sixth highest for December on record. Conversely, the total bright sunshine duration
of 100.4 hours was 81.1 hours below normal and was the fourth lowest ever recorded.
Such low amounts of sunshine resulted from mean monthly total cloud amount of 64
per cent which was 15 percent higher than normal. Although the total rainfall in
December was only 6.5 mOl against a normal of 27.3 mOl, the annual total of 3343.0
mOl was 51 per cent above the normal figure making 1997 the wettest year for Hong
Kong on record. During the month the Strong Monsoon Signal was hoisted twice, two
Yellow and two Red Fire Danger Warnings were issued, and the first Gas Water Heater
Safety Alert of the winter was Issued. Only one tropical cyclone occurred in the
Western North Pacific in December although it did not affect Hong Kong.
The weather was fine and warm during the day on 1st and temperatures rose to the
highest value of 25.2 °C recorded in the month. However, a surge of the northeast
monsoon reached the south China coast late in the afternoon and strong northerly winds
prevailed offshore during the night. The Strong Monsoon Signal was raised at 1800
HKT on 1st and was lowered at 0630 HKT on 3 rd when winds moderated early that
day. Because of the dry conditions the Red Fire Danger Warning was in effect from
0600 HKT until 1800 on 2 nd • The weather was mainly cloudy with some light rain
patches till 7 th • Although mist patches formed on the morning of 7th they were later
cleared by the passage of a cold front. The Strong Monsoon Signal was raised for the
second time from 1345 HKT on 7th until 0600 HKT on 9 th as strong northerly winds
affected local areas for two days. The dry northerly airstream also cleared the clouds
but meant that the Red Fire Danger Warning was issued for the second time in the
month at 0600 HKT on 8 th • Temperatures dropped to 12.4 °C, the lowest in the
month, on 9 th • Over the northern part of the New Territories, temperatures dropped
to below 10°C the next morning. It became mainly cloudy again on 11 th. The Red Fire
Danger Warning was replaced by the YeUow Fire Danger Warning at 0600 HKT on
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12 th • Winds turned to the northeast on 14th and the weather became fine with long
sunny periods the next day. The Yellow Fire Danger Warning was rescinded at 0600
HKT the following morning. Winds became light on 16 th and there were mist patches
the next day. For the next few days these misty conditions characterized the weather in
the mornings. Light rain patches began to become more prevalent on 21 st and heavy
rain fell over the Peak area on Hong Kong Island and over Tung Chung on Lantau early
the next morning when a weak cold front crossed the south China coast and cleared the
mist. The rain eased off during the day on 23 rd but the weather remained cloudy the
following day before it became fine and sunny on 25 th • The final Yellow Fire Danger
Warning was issued at 0600 HKT that morning and remained in force until 1800 HKT
on 26 th when there were some light rain patches. Mainly fine weather prevailed in the
SAR until the end of the month.
Extreme daily maximum temperature

25.2 °C

( on

Mean daily maximum temperature

20.9°C

(0.4 °C above normal)

Mean 'daily temperature

18.9 °C

(103°C above normal)

Mean daily minimum temperature

17.1 °C

(1.7 °C above normal)

Extreme daily minimum temperature

12.4 °C

( on 9 th )

Total Rainfall (provisional)

6.5 mm

(24 % of normal)

Number of Days with 2:0.1 rTIm rain

3

(0.87 below normal)

Number of Days with 2:25.0 mm rain

0

(0.23 below normal)

Number of Days with 2:50.0 mm rain

0

(0.10 below normal)

pt)

January
January 1998 was warmer and drier than normal with a mean temperature of 16.8 °C,
one degree higher than normal. The maximum temperature of 25.9 °C recorded for
the month was the eighth highest for January. As in December it was cloudier and so
less sunny than normal. The total bright sunshine duration of 86.0 hours was 66.4
hours below normal while the mean monthly total cloud amount of 77 per cent was 19
per cent higher than normal. The total rainfall in the month was 48.9 mm against a
normal of 23.4 mm. The Strong Monsoon Signal was hoisted on 7 different occasions
during the month. Six Yellow and one Red Fire Danger Warnings as well as five Gas
Water Heater Safety Alerts were issued during the month.
In addition two
Thunderstorm warnings were issued in the middle of the month.
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The first day of 1998 was warm and sunny and the first Yellow Fire Danger Warning
was in force from 0750 HKT to 1800 HKT until the passage of a weak cold front
across the south China coast in the evening. Generally fine weather prevailed during the
next few days. Another cold front crossed the coast on the afternoon of 4 th bringing
cooler air to Hong Kong. Winds freshened from the north and the Strong Monsoon
Signal was hoisted at 1500 HKT and lowered at 0800 HKT on 5 th as the winds
moderated the next morning. The weather became cloudy and there were light rain
patches on the mornings of 7th and 8 th • A maritime airstream began to affect the region
on 8 th and temperatures-rose to 25.9 °C that afternoon, the highest in the month. The
Strong Monsoon Signal was hoisted at 1145 HKT on 9 th as easterly winds freshened
and brought periods of rain to local areas. It was lowered the next morning at 0745
HKT as winds subsided and mist patches formed in the harbour as the rain eased off. It
was sunny and warm on 11 th, but another cold front crossed the coastal areas that
afternoon. The Yellow Fire Danger Warning was again issued the next day from 0615
until 1630 HKT. As winds strengthened from the east on 12 th it became cloudy with
periods of light rain. The Strong Monsoon Signal was hoisted at 2015 HKT that
evening and was lowered at 1145 HKT on 13 th when the easterly winds moderated.
Another cold front crossed Hong Kong on 14th accompanied by heavy and thundery
showers in the afternoon and early the next day. Two Thunderstorm Warnings were
issued, one from 1315 to 1915 HKT on 14th, and the second from midnight to 0700
HKT on 15 th • The Strong Monsoon Signal was also in force from 2300 HKT on 14 th
until 0700 HKT on 15 th • The second half of the month saw generally lower
temperatures than the first half. During the day on 15 th it became fine and sunny again,
but cloudy conditions with periods of rain returned the following day. The low night
time temperatures resulted in the issuance of a Gas Water Heater Safety Alert overnight
from 1915 HKT on 15 th to 0600 HKT on 16th • A dry northerly airstream reached
Hong Kong on 17 th clearing up the clouds. The Strong Monsoon Signal was hoisted at
midday as winds became strong offshore and persisted till next morning when it was
lowered at 1100 HKT. A Gas Water Heater Safety Alert was issued at 1630 HKT on
17th and remained in force until 0330 HKT on 20th • The Yellow Fire Danger Warning
was also issued at 0600 HKT on 18 th and was rescinded at 1600 HKT the next day as
cloudy weather returned. Widespread mist occurred from 20th till the morning of 23 rd •
In particular, fog was reported at Chep Lap Kok on 22 nd with visibility there reduced to
600 metres. During this time continuing cold conditions led to the issuance of another
Gas Water Heater Safety Alert valid from 1630 HKT on 20th to 1630 HKT the
following day. Visibility improved significantly on 23 rd after the passage of a cold front
which saw the hoisting of the Strong Monsoon Signal from 0530 to 1200 HKT that
day. Winds were strong at times offshore but the weather remained cloudy to overcast.
With continuing low temperatures a further was issued from 1630 HKT on 23 rd and
remained in force until 1630 on 26 th • Temperatures dropped to 9.7 °C, the lowest in
the month, on 24 th • Winds turned more to the east and moderated the next day while
cloudy to overcast conditions persisted the next couple of days. The dry conditions also
prompted the issuance of the Yellow Fire Danger Warning from 0600 to 1730 HKT
on 25 th • Continuing low temperatures prompted another Gas Water Heater Safety Alert
valid from 1630 HKT on 27 th until 1630 HKT on 29 th • The Strong Monsoon Signal
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was hoisted for the last time in the month from 0615 to 1330 HKT on 28 th as a cold
front reached the coastal areas. There were long sunny periods that afternoon due to
the drier airstream behind the a cold front. Although it was cloudier again on 29th the
weather was fine and sunny the last two days of the month. With the arrival of the drier
airstream the Yellow Fire Danger Signal was issued at 1000 on 28 th and replaced with
the Red Fire Danger Signal at 0600 HKT on 29th which was, in turn, replaced by the
Yellow Fire Danger Signal at 1800 HKT the same day. This was rescinded 24 hours
later at 1800 HKT on 30th •
Extreme daily maximum temperature

25.9°C

( on 8 th )

Mean daily maximum temperature

19.0 °C

(0.4 °C above normal)

Mean daily temperature

16.8 °C

( 1.0 °C above normal)

Mean daily minimum temperature

15.0 °C

(1.4 °C above normal)

Extreme daily minimum temperature

9.7 °C

( on 24 th )

Total Rainfall (provisional)

48.9mm

(209 % of normal)

Number of Days with

8

(2.37 above normal)

~O.

1 rnm rain

. Number of Days with

~25.0

mm rain

1

(0.90 above normal)

Number of Days with

~50.0

mm rain

0

(normal)

February
February 1998, like January, was wetter than normal although it was warmer. The
monthly rainfall of 153.7 mm was about three times the normal figure and the sixth
highest recorded for the month. The mean temperature was 1.3 °C higher than normal
though the total duration of bright sunshine was only 56.4 hours, 41.3 hours less than
the usual amount, since it was cloudier than normal. The monthly mean cloud amount
of 86 per cent was 13 per cent higher than normal. The Strong Monsoon Signal was
hoisted on three occasions during the month. The wetter than usual conditions meant
there was only one issued during the month. However, there were eight Thunderstorm
Warnings and one Flood Warning. Warmer temperatures also meant that only one Gas
Water Heater Safety Alert was issued.
The month started with fine weather during the day although it turned cloudy with light
rain patches in the evening. The Strong Monsoon Signal was hoisted at 0600 HKT on
4 th as a cold front crossed the coast of Guangdong early that day and winds
strengthened from the north. It was lowered at 1515 HKT that afternoon but the
arrival of colder air brought cloudy weather with rain. The only Gas Water Heater
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Safety Alert was in effect from 1630 HKT on 4 th until 1630 HKT on 8 th •
Temperatures dropped to 8.9 DC, the lowest in the month, early on 5 th and also on 6 th •
The winds moderated on 5 th and the clouds cleared on 7 th so that generally fine and
sunny weather prevailed for the next few days. The only Yellow Fire Danger Warning
was issued from 0600 HKT on 8 th to 1000 HKT on 9 th • Rainy and cloudy weather
returned on 13 th together with morning mist in the harbour. A cold front crossed the
South China coast in the early afternoon on 14th clearing the mist. However it also
brought along showers and thunderstorms on both 14th and 15th • Three Thunderstorm
Warnings were issued in connection with this passage, from 0252 to 0752 HKT and
from 1045 to 1445 HKT on 14th , and from 1845 HKT on 15th to 0600 HKT on
16th • Under the influence of a maritime airstream fog occurred in the harbour on 16th
and 17th • Sea traffic was affected by low visibility. Two cargo vessels collided off Cha
Kwo Ling early on 16th • Another cold front crossed Hong Kong on the 17th resulting in
heavy showers and squally thunderstorms. Three Thunderstorm Warnings were issued
that day, from 0830 to 1030 HKT, from 1415 to 2115 HKT and from 2145 HKT
until 0645 HKT the following morning. About 100 millimetres of rainfall were
recorded in Cheung Sha Wan and Sha Tin. A Flood Warning was issued from 1540 to
1915 HKT on 17th • Hail was reported in Tuen Mun, Tsuen Wan, Kam Tin, and also
the northern and eastern parts of Kowloon. The size of the hailstones varied from 0.5
to 3 centimetres. In Cheung Sha Wan, the collapse of a scaffolding in gusty winds.
damaged seven cars. Thundery showers continued the next day and a Thunderstorm
Warning was again in force from 0915 to 1630 HKT. Hail was also reported in eastern
Kowloon and in the southern and eastern parts of Hong Kong Island with hailstones of
0.5 to 2 centimetres in diameter. The rain ended on 19th and temperatures rose to
26.0 DC, the highest in the month, during the day. Mist and fog occurred again that
evening and persisted until the morning of 21 st. Air traffic and ferry services to the
outlying islands were affected. A cargo vessel collided with a fishing vessel in Tathong
Channel. A cold front crossed the coast late on 20th • Winds strengthened from the
north early next day and a scaffolding collapsed in Tseung Kwan 0 in the morning. The
Strong Monsoon Signal was in effect from 0910 to 1430 HKT on 2 )St. It turned
thundery again on 22 nd and the Thunderstorm Warning was issued from 2130 HKT
that evening until 0600 HKT the next morning. Further hail reports were received
from Hei Ling Chau, eastern Kowloon and Tseng Lan Shue. The size of the hailstones
was about 0.5 to 1.5 centimetres. Apart from some sunny periods on 25 th , cloudy
weather with periods of rain prevailed for the rest of the month. The Strong Monsoon
Signal was hoisted for the third time at 1030 HKT on 28 th as winds strengthened from
the northeast and remained in force until 1515 HKT that afternoon.
Extreme daily maximum temperature

26.0 DC

Mean daily maximum temperature

19.3 DC

(0.7 DC above normal)

Mean daily temperature

17.2 DC

(1.3 DC above normal)

Mean daily minimum temperature

15.5 DC

(1.3 DC above normal)
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Extreme daily minimum temperature

8.9 °C

( on 5 th and 6

Total Rainfall (provisional)

153.70101

(320 % of normal)

Number of Days with ~0.1 0101 rain

17

(8.07 above normal)

Number of Days with ~25.0 0101 rain

2

.( 1.57 above normal)

Number of Days with ~50.0 mm rain

th)

(0.97 above normal)

Review ofSpring 1998
Spring 1998 was also warmer and wetter than usual with all three months having above
average daily temperatures, and both April and May being wetter than normal, although
March had below average rainfall despite being cloudier than usual. April was notable
for being the warmest on record due to the absence of late season cold surges. The
mean daily and mean daily minimum temperatures of 24.8 °C and 22.9 °C respectively
were the highest ever recorded for April and the mean maximum temperature of 27.4
0C was exceeded only by that recorded in 1994. The month was also rather wet with
almost 50 percent more rainfall than normal. May, on the other hand, although having
generallY above average temperatures, had close to normal rainfall.

Seasonal statistics
Extreme dally maximum temperature

32.2 °C

( on 11 th May)

Mean daily maximum temperature

25.9°C

(0.9 °C above normal)

Mean dally temperature

23.6 °C

( 1.4 °C above normal)

Mean daily minimum temperature

21.7°C

(1.5 °C above normal)

Extreme daily minimum temperature

12.4 °C

( on 12 th March)

Rainfall (provisional)

627.6 mm (115 %)

Number of Days with ~O. 1 mm rain

38

(1.87 above normal)

Number of Days with ~25.0 0101 rain

9

(2.80 above normal)

Number of Days with ~50.0 0101 rain

4

(0.83 above normal)
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March
March 1998 was drier, cloudier and slightly warmer than normal. The total rainfall
amount of 55.3 mm in the month was 11.6 mm below the normal figure. However,
the cumulative rainfall for the first three months of the year was 257.9 mm, about
twice the normal for the period. The mean cloud amount was 86 per cent against a
normal of 76 per cent while the mean temperature of 19. 1 °C was 0.6 °C higher than
normal. The Strong Monsoon Signal was hoisted on four occasions during March.
Three Thunderstorm Warnings and one Gas Water Heater Safety Alert were also issued.
March started mainly cloudy with strong easterly winds affecting the coastal areas on the
first two days of the month. The Strong Monsoon Signal was in effect from 1145 HKT
on 1sc until 1345 HKT the next day. However, winds moderated on 3 rd prior to the
passage of a cold front on the morning of 4d!. This cold front was accompanied by a
band of squally and thundery showers and a Thunderstorm Warning was in effect for
seven hours from 0645 HKT that morning. It became fine and clear on 5d! although
clouds returned in the evening. Easterly winds began to freshen during the day on 6d!
and under the influence of a maritime airstream, fog occurred in the harbour on 7d! and
8d! with visibility reduced to 200 metres. More than 300 flights were delayed,
cancelled or diverted from Hong Kong International Airport due to the low visibility.
The next day was very warm the weather was cloudy with some showers. A
Thunderstorm Warning was issued at 2300 HKT on 9d! and remained in effect until
0600 HKT the following morning as a cold front approached the coast. The cold front
accompanied by rain crossed the coast of Guangdong early on 1Od!. Over 50 mm of
rainfall were recorded in the eastern part of Hong Kong Island. The Thunderstorm
Warning was issued again for a two-hour period from 1320 until 1520 HKT that
afternoon. Northerly winds became strong offshore in the evening and the Strong
Monsoon Signal was hoisted at 2100 HKT on 10d! but was lowered at 0615 HKT the
next day as winds gradually moderated. Under the influence of a northerly airstream
the weather became cooler and temperatures dropped to 12.4 °C, the lowest in the
month, on 12d!. The weather was fine and sunny on 13d! but cloudy conditions
returned that evening leading to rain patches and some mist the next day. The Strong
Monsoon Signal was raised again at 1045 HKT on 15d! as winds freshened from the
east but as they moderated towards the evening it was lowered at 1615 HKT. The
foggy weather returned on and, although visibility improved temporarily the next day,
fog was dense at the airport on the morning of 20d! with visibility again falling to 200
metres. Aircraft movements in the morning were affected for the second time in March
and 15 flights had to be diverted. The temperature rose to 27.6 °C in the afternoon of
20d!, the highest in the month, prior to the passage of a cold front over the south
China coast late in the evening. A Gas Water Heater Safety Alert was issued for 24
hours from 1630 HKT on 21 St to the same time the next afternoon. The Strong
Monsoon Signal was hoisted at 1630 HKT on 22 nd as winds became strong offshore
and lowered at 0530 HKT the next day as they moderated gradually. The weather
remained cloudy and misty with patches of light rain or drizzle during the following
week. The last four days of the month, starting from 27d!, were warm with sunny
periods although there were also one or two light rain patches.
HKMetS BulletinJ Vol 8 Nos. //2J /998
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Monthly Statistics
Extreme daily maximum temperature

27.6°C

( on 20th

Mean daily maximum temperature

21.4°C

(0. 1 °C above normal)

Mean daily temperature

19.1 °C

(0.6 °C above normal)

Mean daily minimum temperature

18.3 °C

(1.8 °C above normal)

Extreme daily minimum temperature

12.4 °C

( on 12 th

Total Rainfall (provisional)

55.3 mm

(83 % of normal)

Number of Days with ;?:0.1 mm rain

9

(1.07 below normal)

Number of Days with ;?:25.0 mm rain

0

(0.60 below normal)

Number of Days with ;?:50.0 mm rain

0

(0.27 below normal)

)

)

April
April 1998 set a new record for the warmest April since measurements began in 1884.
Temperatures stayed at 20°C or above on all but one day as southerly winds
dominated and there were no significant late-season cold surges. The mean temperature
of 24.8 °C and the mean minimum temperature of 22 .9 °C both set new records
exceeding the previous highest values of 24.7 and 22.8 °C recorded in 1994. The
mean maximum temperature of made it the second highest on record for April,
exceeded only by the 1994 value of 27.5
The month was also wetter than normal
with the total rainfall amount of 237.1 mm exceeding the normal value by 75.6 mm.
By the end of the month the cumulative rainfall for the first four months of 1998
reached 495.0 mm, about 65 per cent more than the normal. The Amber and Red
Rainstorm Warning Signals were issued for the first time in 1998 on 12 th and 26 th
respectively. Four Fire Danger Warnings, three Yellow and one Red, were issued. With
frequent unstable conditions prevailing, 10 Thunderstort1'l" Warnings were issued, mainly
in the latter half of the month.

0c.

The first day of April was cloudy with sunny periods in the afternoon. With the passage
of a weak cold front early on 2 nd temperatures dropped to 19.3 °C, the lowest in the
month, on the morning of 3rd • There were light rain patches the next day but the
weather turned sunny on 5 th • Sunny weather prevailed for the next few days apart from
some mist patches and coastal fog on 7 th • During this time the Yellow Fire Danger
Warning was in effect from midnight on 4 th until 0600 HKT on 7 th • The weather
became cloudy on 9 th when winds turned more to the south. Under the influence of this
moist southeasterly airstream there were fog patches in the harbour on the mornings of
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10th and 11 th though it was sunny during the days. A Thunderstorm Warning was issued
between 0415 and 0800 HKT on 12th as an area of thundery showers associated with
a trough of low pressure affected Hong Kong early that day. An Amber Rainstorm
Warning, the first to be issued in 1998, was also in effect from 0515 to 0800 HKT
that morning. Over 50 mm of rainfall were recorded in Sai Kung and Tung Chung
respectively. Mist patches occurred in the next two days and there were isolated
thunderstorms early on 14th which prompted the Issuance of a Thunderstorm Warning
from 0545 to 0745 HKT that morning. The rewrn of a northeasterly airstream cleared
the mist in the harbour on the afternoon of 14th • Under the influence of the drier air,
the weather turned fine and sunny the next day, and the Yellow Fire Danger Warning
was issued from 1500 HKT on 15 th to 0600 HKT on 16th • The fine weather with
plenty of sunshine raised temperatures to 30.8 °C, the highest in the. month, on 17th •
As the fine weather continued the Yellow Fire Danger Warning was issued again at
midnight on 18 th to be replaced by the Red Fire Danger Warning at 1130 HKT that
day. This remained in force until 0530 HKT on 19th when it became cloudy. An
outbreak of thunderstorms towards the evening prompted the issuance of a
Thunderstorm Warning from 1700 to 1900 HKT on 19th • These storms brought over
20 mm of rain to parts of the New Territories. The weather remained mainly cloudy
with rain patches during the next couple of days. There were coastal fog patches on the
morning of 22 nd as winds again turned southerly. It was cloudy with isolated showers on
23 rd and there were a few isolated thunderstorms the next day. The Thunderstorm
Warning was in effect from 2040 HKT on 24th until 0545 HKT the next morning.
With the passage of a trough of low pressure over Hong Kong on 25 th, isolated heavy
showers brought some 60 mm of rain to the High Island area. The trough lingered over
the northern part of the South China Sea during
next few days and unsettled
weather affected the coastal areas with heavy and squally thundery showers.
Thunderstorm Warnings were in effect from 1230 to 1445 HKT on 25 th and from
1745 HKT on 26 th to 0600 on 27th • During this latter episode on the evening of 26th
and early on 27th, the Peak area recorded over 120 mm of rainfall. Over 50 cases of
flooding were reported in many parts of Hong Kong and there were landslips in
Kennedy Town, Shau Kei Wan and Sau Mau Ping. Thunderstorm Warnings were again
issued from 0730 to 2030 HKT on 27th and from 0140 to 0640 HKT on 28 th as
unsettled weather continued. Mainly cloudy with some light rain patches prevailed
during the day on 28 th and on 29 th • Isolated thunderstorms and heavy showers returned
on 30th with two Thunderstorm Warnings being issued, the first from 1400 to 1700
HKT and the second in the evening from 1830 to 2130 HKT. Over 30 mm of rainfall
was recorded in the northern part of the New Territories.

the

Monthly Statistics
Extreme daily maximum temperature

30.8 °C

( on 17th

Mean daily maximum temperature

27.4 °C

(2.5 °C above normal)

Mean daily temperature

24.8°C

(2.6 °C above normal)
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Mean daily minimum temperature

22.9 °C

(2.7 °C above normal)

Extreme daily minimum temperature
Total Rainfall (provisional)
Number of Days with

~0.1

237.1 mm (147 % of normal)
mm rain

Number of Days with ~25.0 mm rain
Number of Days with

~50.0

mm rain

13

( 1.87 above normal)

4

(1.80 above normal)

2

( 1.03 above normal)

May
May 1998, like the previous month, was warmer than usual, with both the mean
temperature of 26.8 °C and the mean minimum temperature of 25.0 degrees ranking
the seventh highest on record for the month. The rainfall recorded in the month
totalled 335.2 mm, which was only six per cent above normal. However, the
accumulated rainfall for the year of 830.2 mm was 35 per cent above the normal. The
Amber Rainstorm Warning Signal was issued three times during the month, on 2 nd, 15 th
and 24 th respectively. The Red Rainstorm Warning Signal was issued twice, on 2 nd and
24 th respectively. The Strong Monsoon Signal was hoisted on two occasions and eleven
Thunderstorm Warnings were issued.
The weather on the first day of the montll was mainly fine. With the approach of a
trough of low pressure from the nordl the weather turned cloudy the next day and
squally thunderstorms together with heavy showers began to affect the SAR towards the
evening. A Thunderstorm Warning was issued at 1550 HKT on 2 nd and remained in
force until 0600 HKT the next morning. Heavy rain associated with the thunderstorms
prompted the issuance of the Amber Rainstorm Warning at 1620 HKT on 2 nd • This
was replaced by the Red Rainstorm Warning Signal 90 minutes later at 1750 HKT.
This latter signal remained in effect until 2000 HKT that evening. Altogether there
were 16 reports of flooding and trees more than ten metres tall were reported to have
fallen in Tsuen Wan, Fanling and Yuen Long during the deluge. Isolated thunderstorms
continued during the next two days with Thunderstorm Warnings being issued from
1120 to 1320 HKT on 3 rd and from 0710 to 1010 HKT on 4 th • With the departure
of the trough, fine and sunny weather returned on 5 th and lasted till 8 th • Although the
following day was cloudy with isolated showers, the weather turned fine and sunny again
on 10th although there were some brief heavy showers early in the morning. As the fine
weather continued temperatures rose to 32.2 °C, the highest in the month, on 11 th. A
Thunderstorm Warning was in effect for two hours from 1130 to 1330 HKT on 12th •
However, apart from some isolated thundery showers in the New Territories on that
day, it remained generally fine to 14th • As another trough of low pressure approached
from the north, the weather turned cloudy again with occasional heavy showers and
squally thunderstorms on 15th • A Thunderstorm Warning was in effect from 0420 to
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1320 HKT and the Amber Rainstorm Warning was issued from 0840 to 1310 HKT
on that day. Twelve cases of flooding were reported in Kowloon and the New
Territories. The next day became fine and sunny as the trough moved to the northern
part of the South China Sea. However showery conditions resumed on 17th as the
trough moved northward and so closer to the coastal areas. A Thunderstorm Warning
was issued from 1010 to 1610 HKT that day. The weather remained cloudy with
occasional showers as trough lingered around the vicinity the during the following week.
There were Isolated thunderstorms on 19th and 21 st with Thunderstorm Warnings in
effect from 0845 to 1145 HKT on the former day and twice on the latter daYI from
1350 to 1550 HKT and from 1620 to 1820 HKT. Meanwhile a cold front
developed to the north of Hong Kong and moved south on 24 th bringing heavy showers
and squally thunderstorms to local areas. A Thunderstorm Warning was in effect for 10
hours from 0700 to 1700 HKT that day. The Amber Rainstorm Warning was issued
for the third time in May at 0615 HKT. It was replaced by the Red Rainstorm
Warning at 1245 HKT and this remained in effect for three more hours until 1545
HKT. The heaviest downpour took place near Sha Tau Kok where over 300 mm of
rainfall were recorded in the morning and early afternoon. There were 37 cases of
flooding and one landslip in the northern part of the New Territories. In additionl six
more cases of flooding were reported in Yuen Long and another three in Tuen Mun.
About 240 people marooned in floods were evacuated by helicopters and dinghies. The
Strong Monsoon Signal was hoisted from 2315 HKT on 24th to 0815 on 25 th as winds
freshened from the north in the afternoon and became strong offshore in the evening as
the rain eased. It was cloudy with a few isolated showers on 25 th as temperatures fell to
2 1.2 °CI the minimum recorded for the month. Although winds moderated gradually
during the daYI it remained cloudy on 26 th and 27th before fine and sunny conditions
returned on 28 th • It was mainly fine the next day apart from some isolated showers in
the evening. Under the influence of a fresh easterly airstreaml cloudy weather with
occasional heavy showers prevailed on the last two days of the month.
A
th
Thunderstorm Warning was issued between 1225 and 1425 HKT on 30 • Winds
became strong offshore that evening prompting the hoisting of the Strong Monsoon
Signal from 2045 HKT until they began to moderate at 0745 HKT on 31 R •

Monthly Statistics .
Extreme daily maximum temperature

32.2 DC

( on 1 Ph)

Mean daily maximum temperature

29.0°C

(0.3 DC above normal)

Mean daily temperature

26.8 DC

(0.9 DC above normal)

Mean daily minimum temperature

25.0 DC

( 1. 1 DC above normal)

Extreme daily minimum temperature

21.2 DC

( on 25 th

Total Rainfall (provisional)

335.2mm
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)

( 106 % of normal)
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Number of Days with ~O. 1 mm rain

16

( 1.07 above normal)

mm rain

5

( 1.60 above normal)

Number of Days with ~50.0 mm rain

2

(0.07 above normal)

Number of Days with

~25.0

Review ofSummer 1998
Although summer 1998 was around 20 percent wetter than usual it was most notable
for the very wet month of June which had 21 7 percent of normal rainfall amounts.
Indeed, both July and particularly August, were unusually dry with 83 and 63 percent
of 1961-90 normal rainfall respectively. Another notable rainfall event was the deluge
which occurred on 9 th June which brought 411.3 mm, a new daily rainfall record for
Hong Kong. Summer 1998 was also somewhat hotter than usual with the mean daily
temperature for the season being 0.6 °C above normal. August, in particular, was a
very hot month with both the mean daily and mean daily minimum temperatures of
29.5 °C and 27.4 °C equalling the record values set in August 1990. The season was
also unusual in that no tropical cyclone formed over the western North Pacific Ocean
or the South China Sea until 9 July, breaking the record for late tropical cyclone
formation dates in post-war years. The previous record was in 1973 when the first
tropical cyclone formed over the South China Sea on 1 July. The season also broke new
ground in having the latest hoisting date for a tropical cyclone signal on record, 9 th
August, for Penny.

Seasonal statistics
Extreme daily maximum temperature

34.4 °C

( on 3 rd August)

Mean daily maximum temperature

31.3 °C

(0.3 °C above normal)

Mean daily temperature

28.9°C

(0.6 °C above normal)

Mean daily minimum temperature

27.0°C

(0.7 °C above normal)

. enreme daily minimum temperature

22.3 °C

( on 7th June)

Rainfall (provisional)

1327.1 mm(122 %)

Number of Days with ~O. 1 mm rain

56

(2.00 above normal)

Number of Days with ~25.0 mm rain

14

( 1. 14 above normal)

Number of Days with ~50.0 mm rain

6

(0.1 1 below normal)
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June
The main characteristic of June t 998 was that it was very wet with the total rainfall of
8 t 4.5 mm being more than double the normal figure of 376.0 mm, ranking it the fifth
highest for the month. A new record daily high rainfall of 4 t t. 3 mm was set on 9 th •
By the end of the month the accumulated rainfall for the first half year amounted to
1644.7 mm, 66 per cent above normal and the eighth highest for the period. Not
surprisingly the month was also cloudier than normal with the mean cloud amount of
87 per cent being the eighth highest for June while the total bright sunshine duration of
90.0 hours was the third lowest for the month. The additional cloud also meant that
the mean minimum temperature of 26.6 °C was 0.7 °C above normal, ranking the
eighth highest for the month. The Strong Monsoon Signal was hoisted only once during
the month. The very unstable conditions, however, resulted in the issuance of a total of
23 Thunderstorm Warnings during the month. The Amber Rainstorm Warning was
issued 6 times, the Red Rainstorm Warning twice, and the Black Rainstorm Warning
once. The Black Rainstorm Warning Signal was issued for the first time in 1998 on 9 th •
This rainstorm warning episode of more than 18 hours was the longest since the
warning was introduced in 1992. The same episode also prompted the issuance of the
first Landslip Warning of the year.
Under the influence of an active southwesterly airstream, the weather on the first two
days of the month was cloudy with showers and isolated thunderstorms. Thunderstorm
Warnings were in force from 0845 to 1245 HKT on t st, twice on 2 nd, and from 0730
to 0930 HKT and from 1245 to 1445 HKT. A trough of low pressure passed over
Hong Kong from the north on the night of 2 nd and lingered in the northern part of the
South China Sea during the following few days so that the weather remained unsettled
with scattered showers and isolated thunderstorms. Five more Thunderstorm Warnings
were issued during the following days, being in force from 2300HKT on 2 nd to 0700
HKT on 3 rd, from 1050 to 1850 HKT on 3 rd, from 2300 HKT on 3 rd to 1500 HKT
on 4 th , from 1815 HKT on 4 th to 0700 HKT on 5 th , and from 2000 HKT on 5 th to
0700 HKT on 6 th • Amber Rainstorm Warnings were also in effect twice on 4 th , in the
morning from 0500 to 0815 HKt and again in the evening from 1900 to 2215 HKT.
Winds turned from southwesterly to easterly and became strong on the evening of 5 th
prompting the hoisting of the Strong Monsoon Signal at 2215 HKT. The winds
gradually moderated the next morning and the signal was lowered at 0445 HKT on
6 th • It also became cooler and temperatures fell to 21.8 °C on 7th, the lowest in the
month. The weather deteriorated and turned overcast with frequent heavy showers and
squally thunderstorms as the trough moved back towards the coast. Thunderstorm
Warnings were again issued from 0700 to 1000 HKT and from 1400 to 1600 HKT
on 8 th , as well as from 2015 HKT on 8 th to 2100 HKT on 9 th and from 2240 HKT on
9 th to 1200 HKT on 10th • The heavy rain resulted in the issuance of an Amber
Rainstorm Warning at 0245 HKT on 9 th , which was replaced by the Red Rainstorm
Warning at 0440 HKT that morning. The Landslip Warning was issued for the first time
in 1998 some 12 minutes later and remained in force until 1030 HKT on 10th • At
0635 HKT, as heavy downpours continued the Black Rainstorm Warning was issued for
the first time in 1998. It remained in effect until 0950 HKT when it was replaced by
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the Red Rainstorm Warning and which, in turn, was rescinded at 2100 HKT. Over
400 mm of rainfall were recorded in most parts of Kowloon and over 500 mm in Sai
Kung on 9 th • The same day resulted in a new daily high rainfall amount of 411.3 mm
being recorded at the Observatory. There were 118 cases of flooding and 45 landslips
reported. In the northern New Territories, flood water reached 1.5 metres in depth at
some locations. About 50 people were made homeless and some 134 ha of farmland
were inundated with an estimated resulting loss of 4 million HK dollars. One man was
swept away. in a flooded nullah in Quarry Bay and was found dead later. Thundery
showers continued for the next few days as the trough continued to influence the
weather along the coast. Thunderstorm Warnings were in effect from 1820 HKT on
10th to 1200 HKT on 11 th and from 2300 HKT on 11 th to 0700 HKT on 12 th, and
Amber Rainstorm Warnings were in effect from 0440 to 1130 HKT on 10th and from
0525 to 0820 HKT on 11 tho As the trough moved away and dissipated on 12th, the
weather gradually improved and there were sunny periods during the day with isolated
showers till 18th • Temperatures rose to 32.7 °C on 16th, the highest in the month.
However, as another trough of low pressure approached from the north, there were
occasional thundery showers and Thunderstorm Warnings were issued from 1330 to
1530 HKT on 18 th, from 0750 to 1115 HKT on 19th and from 0315 to 0715 HKT
on 20th • Showers eased off during that day but unstable southwesterlies and thundery
conditions returned on 22 nd and lasted for the next two days. A Thunderstorm
Warning was in force from 2005 HKT on 22 nd until 0900 HKT on 24th, and the
Amber Rainstorm Warning was issued from 1450 to 1950 on 23 rd • Six people were
injured by lightning on that day. There were isolated showers on 25 th, which became
more frequent and thundery over the next couple of days as another trough approached
from the north. Thunderstorm Warnings were issued from 0855 to 1055 HKT and
from 1320 to 1720 HKT on 26 th, and again from 0700 to 1600 and from 1745 to
1945 HKT the following day. The trough dissipated on 28 th and the coastal areas
came under the influence of a ridge of high pressure. Apart from a few isolated
showers it was fine with sunny periods until the end of the month. Temperatures rose
again to a maximum of 32.7 °C on 30th •

Monthly Stiltistics
Extreme daily maximum temperature

32.7°C

(on 16th and 30 th)

Mean daily maximum temperature

30.3°C

(normal)

Mean daily temperature

28.3°C

(0.5 °C above normal)

Mean daily minimum temperature

26.6°C

(0.7 °C above normal)

Extreme daily minimum temperature

21.8 °C

( on 7 th )

Total Rainfall (provisional)

814.5

mm

25

(5.77 above normal)

Number of Days with

86

~O. 1

mm rain

(217 % of normal)
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Number of Days with

~25.0

mm rain

6

(1.77 above normal)

Number of Days with

~50.0

mm rain

4

(2.03 above normal)

July
July 1998 was a hot month. The mean minimum temperature of 27.1 °C was the
seventh highest on record for the month and the mean temperature of 29.0 °C also
ranked the ninth highest for the month. The first half of the month was mainly showery
with the presence of troughs of low pressure over the northern part of the South China
Sea, while the second half of the month saw the establishment of a ridge of high
pressure over the region and the weather was sunny and hot. Only one tropical
cyclone occurred in the South China Sea and the western North Padfic in the month.
With the absence of tropical cyclones in the vicinity, the mean pressure of 1007.3 hPa
was the sixth highest for July. This was the first time in post-war years that no Tropical
Cyclone Warning Signals were displayed in the first seven months of the year. The total
rainfall of 267.2 mm in the month was 56.3 mm below the normal figure. However,
the cumulative rainfall of 1911.9 mm since the beginning of 1998 was 45 percent
more than the normal for the same period, mainly due to the very wet weather In June.
Amber Rainstorm Warning Signals were issued on five occasions and fourteen
Thunderstorm Warnings were in effect during the month.
The weather was fine with long sunny periods during the first day of the month but
showers developed in the evening. As a trough of low pressure formed and persisted
over the northern part of the South China Sea, it became cloudy with showers which
were heavy and thundery at times during the following few days. Nine Thunderstorm
Warnings were issued from the morning of 2 nd until the morning of 7U1, from 1025 to
1925 HKT on 2 nd, from 0815 to 1615 on 3 rd, twice on 4 U1 from 0610 to 1210 HKT
and again from 1730 to 0630 HKT, from 1205 to 1605 HKT on SUI, three times on
6 U1 from 0110 to 0600 HKT, from 0910 to 1210 HKT and from 1645 to 1845
HKT, and from 0855 to 1055 HKT on 7U1 • A worker was struck by lightning In Tal
Po on 3 rd • Temperatures dropped to 23.7 °C In heavy showers on 4U1, the lowest in the
month. Heavy downpours associated with the unstable airstream also prompted four
Amber Rainstorm Warnings, from 1600 to 1820 HKT on 2 nd, from 1000 to 1500
HKT on 3 rd, and twice on 4 U1, from 0800 to 1115 HKT and from 1740 to 2045
HKT. The weather improved on 7U1 with longer sunny periods though there were still
Isolated showers In the next couple of days. It became fine and sunny on 10Ul, although
there was a Thunderstorm Warning In effect In the early evening from 1650 to 1850
HKT. However, cloud amounts gradually increased the next day. Thundery showers
returned on the evening of 12U1 prompting the issuance of a Thunderstorm Warning
from 1835 to 2035 HKT. The rain became heavy and thundery again the next day as
another trough formed near the coast. Two further Thunderstorm Warnings were
Issued from 0400 to 0840 HKT and from 1815 to 2115 HKT on 13U1 • Heavy rain
associated with the former episode also resulted in the fifth Amber Rainstorm Warning
of the month being in effect from 0425 to 0645 HKT on that day. The weather
improved gradually as the trough dissipated and a ridge of high pressure became
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established over the south China coastal areas. With the establishment of this ridge the
weather, starting from 15 lh, was generally fine, sunny and hot apart from a few isolated
showers till the end of the month. There were some isolated heavy showers on 21 st and
a few thunderstorms on 27lh, the latter resulting in a Thunderstorm Warning being in
effect from 0500 to 0700 HKT that morning. Temperatures at the Observatory rose
to 33.3 °C on 28 lh, the highest recorded in 1998 to that time. It was even hotter in
the New Territories with a maximum temperature of 36.3 °C being recorded at Ta
Kwu Ling on the last day of the month.

Monthly Statistics
t~mperature

33.3 °C

( on 28 th )

Mean daily maximum temperature

31.5 °C

(normal)

Mean daily temperature

29.0 °C

(0.2 °C above normal)

Mean daily minimum temperature

27.1 °C

(0.5 °C above normal)

Extreme daily minimum temperature

23.7 °C

( on 4 th )

Total Rainfall (provisional)

267.2

mm

17

(0.47 below normal)

Extreme daily maximum

(83 % of normal)

Number of Days with

~0.1

Number of Days with

~25.0

mm rain

4

(0.07 above normal)

Number of Days with

~50.0

mm rain

2

(0.03 above normal)

mm rain

August
August 1998 was a very hot month. Both the mean temperature of 29.5 °C and the
mean minimum temperature of 27.4 °C, which were the same as those recorded in
August 1990, were the highest on record for the month of August. In addition, the
mean maximum temperature of 32.1 °C was the second highest. On the other hand,
the mean relative humidity, 79 per cent, was the eighth lowest for the month. Four
tropical cyclones occurred in the South China Sea and the western North Pacific in the
month. With fewer than usual tropical cyclone activities in the South China Sea, the
mean pressure of the month reached 1008.3 hPa, which was the third highest for
August. A total of only two tropical cyclones necessitated the hoisting of Tropical
Cyclone Warning Signals. The first signal of the year was hoisted on 9 August, the latest
date for hoisting this signal in post-war years. A· total (jf 22 Thunderstorm Warnings
were issued. Despite having to issue the Amber Rainstorm Warning Signal on three
occasions, the total rainfall oJ 245.4 mm in the month was 146 mm below normal.
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The fine and clear weather at the end of July continued into August. Apart from one
or two isolated showers, it was fine, sunny and very hot during the first few days of the
month. A Thunderstorm Warning was in effect from 0420 to 0545 HKT on 2 nd •
Temperatures rose to 34.4 °C, the highest in the month, on 3 rd • The temperature
measured at Ta Kwu Ling was even higher, reaching a maximum of 37.2 °C the
following day. Thundery showers developed over the eastern part of the territory on
6 th and became widespread the next day. During this period three Thunderstorm
Warnings were in force, from 1050 to 1250 HKT and again from 1435 to 1635
HKT on 6 th , and from 0410 to 1410 on 7th • Also during this time a tropical
depression named Penny formed about 470 km east- northeast of Manila on 7th • It
adopted a west-northwestward course and traversed the northern part of Luzon the next
day. Upon entering the South China Sea, Penny intensified gradually as it headed
towards the coast of western Guangdong. Although the weather became fine and sunny
on 8 th, isolated heavy showers returned the next day with the approach of Tropical
Storm Penny. In Hong Kong the Tropical Cyclone Standby Signal No.1 was hoisted at
0635 HKT on 9 th when Penny was about 600 km to the southeast. As Penny came
nearer to Hong Kong, easterly winds strengthened gradually and the Strong Wind Signal
No.3 was hoisted at 2245 HKT that night. Maximum hourly winds of over 45 km hoI
were recorded at Cheung Chau and Waglan Island the next morning. The outer
rainbands associated with Penny also brought frequent and heavy squally showers to
Hong Kong. Penny was closest around noon on 10th when it was about 240 km to the
south-southwest. It then moved away and headed towards the coast of western
Guangdong and all tropical cyclone warning signals were lowered at 1945 HKT that
evening. At the Hong Kong Observatory the lowest hourly sea-level pressure of
1005.1 hPa was recorded at 1500 on 10th • Locally, squally showers associated with
Penny caused two road accidents in which one old man was killed and another man was
injured. Penny weakened into a tropical storm the next morning before making landfall.
Moving further inland, it degenerated into an area of low pressure that night, although
squally showers still affected Hong Kong. Temperatures dropped to 24.8 °C, the lowest
in the month, during heavy showers on 11 th. After the dissipation of Penny, south
China coastal areas came under the influence of a ridge of high pressure. The weather
improved significantiy and 12 th saw long sunny periods. The fine and sunny spell
prevailed till 21 st, broken only on 18th by thunderstorms in which one person in Tin
Shui Wai was struck by lightning. These prompted the issuance of two Thunderstornl
Warnings that day, from 1220 to 1420 HKT and again from 1445 to 1645 HKT.
An area of low pressure over the northern part of the South China Sea intensified
rapidly into a tropical depression about 420 km south of Hong Kong on the night of
21 st. In Hong Kong the Tropical Cyclone Standby Signal No.1 was hoisted at 2355
HKT on 21 st as the northerly course began to pose a threat to Hong Kong. At the
time, local winds were moderate to fresh easterlies and occasionally strong offshore and
on high ground. Under the influence of the outer rainbands associated with the tropical
depression, there were a few heavy squally showers and thunderstorms on 22 nd • These
led to four Thunderstorm Warnings that day, from 0300 to 0600 HKT, from 1125 to
1325 HKT, from 1440 to 1640 HKT and from 2215 HKT to 0615 HKT on 23 rd •
The tropical depression was closest to Hong Kong at around 2000 HKT on 22 nd when
it was about 350 km to the southwest. At the Hong Kong Observatory headquarters,
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the lowest hourly sea-level pressure of 1006.7 hPa was recorded at 0600 HKT on
22 nd • All signals were lowered at 2145 HKT that evening as the system weakened.
Thundery weather continued the next day, leading to another Thunderstorm Warning
from 1220 to 1420 HKT on 23 rd • It turned fine and sunny again on 24 th, but
thunderstorms and heavy showers returned on the afternoon of 25 th, so that another
Thunderstorm Warning was issued from 1230 to 1430 HKT that afternoon. The
unsettled weather persisted until the end of the month as Hong Kong came under the
influence of a trough of low pressure. During that period a total of ten Thunderstorm
Warnings and two Amber Rainstorm Warnings were issued. Three Thunderstorm
Warnings were in effect on 26 th, from 0425 to 0625 HKT, from 1130 to 1430 HKT,
and from 1515 to 1815 HKT. The next day saw a further two Thunderstorm
Warnings, from 0545 to 0745 HKT and from 0930 to 1630 HKT. On the 28 th two
more Thunderstorm Warnings were issued, from 0200 to 0800 HKT and from 0830
to 1730 HKT. Heavy rain during this latter period prompted the issuance of the
second Amber Rainstorm Warning of the month, in effect from 1510 to 1720 HKT
that day. The next three days continued unsettled and Thunderstorm Warnings were
issued from 0145 to 0745 HKT on 29th, from 2130 HKT on 30th until 0900 HKT
on 31 SC, and from 1400 to 2200 HKT on 31 st. On the evening of 30th, lightning
disrupted power supply in Tai Po, Sai Kung, Tsuen Wan and eastern Kowloon. A
waterspout was also reported over the Zhujiang Estuary about 20 km northwest of Chek
Lap Kok on the afternoon of 31 st.

Monthly Statistics
Extreme daily maximum temperature

34.4 °C

( on 3rd )

Mean daily maximum temperature

32.1 °C

(0.8 °C above normal)

Mean daily temperature

29.5°C

( 1. 1 °C above normal)

Mean daily minimum temperature

27.4°C

( 1. 1 °C above normal)

Extreme daily minimum temperature

24.8 °C

( on 11 th

Total Rainfall (provisional)

245.4 mOl (63 % of normal)

Number of Days with ~0.1 mm rain

14

(3.30 below normal)

Number of Days with ~25.0 mOl rain

4

(O.70 below normal)

Number of Days with ~50.0 mOl rain

0

(2.17 below normal)
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